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M UST USE BRICK
W ashington Sends Moran a
Sad Word About Post
Office A nnex

The Rockland Gazette was established
ln 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
An Associated Press despatch from
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established Washington says:
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
“Representative Moran was notified
March 17. 1897

Wednesday by officials of the pro•>•••- -a-a.
-a- -e.-aI curement division that, inasmuch as
*•
True wisdom, ln general, conthe lowest bid for the Rockland Post•* sista ln energetic determination. ♦
office
extension was higher than the
—Napoleon.
••
allotted amount, the rear wall. In
-•-■a-a- -astead of being constructed of granite,
fieri: “Somehow I carVt get Jack must, where it adjoins another build
ing be built of brick.
to propose."
“Por the Rockland extension $50,000
R uth: “Can't you give him a hint
was appropriated of which $38,410
in some way?”
Berl: “I do. Every time he lights was available for the building. The
my cigarette I blow smoke-rings lowest bid for construction with the
facing of the rear wall like the rest
toward him."—Boston Transcript.
of the building of granite, was $44,112.
“By omitting granite on that part
of the rear wall abutting an adjoin
ing building and constructing It of
brick, the building can be built for
DEPENDA BLE Y E A R ROUND
IC E SE R V IC E
$42,000. Addition of the 10 percent
allowed for contingencies will make it
D A Y OR N IG H T
possible to construct it in th at man
Quality Product, Courteous.
ner.’’
Efficient Drivers

ICE SERVICE

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, March 2, 1935

AN A D V E N T U R O U S CAREER

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Because of the grave concern of
the whole world over th e impending
Abyssinian-Italian. crisis It may in
terest Knox County readers to know
th a t ln September, 1930, Everett Col
son. a native of W arren, became
financial advisor to Emperor Haile
Selassie of Abyssinia or Ethiopa, as
its own people call it.
Everett was born in Warren Feb.
27, 1885. the son of David and Mary
(Andrews) Colson. At the age of 19
he went to the Philippine Islands as
a government stenographer. After a

FOUND HIM G UILTY
But Took Kennebec Jury a
Long While In Thomaston
Man's Case

For approximately five hours.,
Closed—from Friday March 1 to Wednesday, a Kennebec County Su
Monday. March 11, while visiting the
perior Court jury deliberated the case
DAY OR N IG H T
New York markets. Alfreda Perry,
27Stt 7 Limerock street.—adv.
of S tate against Thomas Maker of
26-28
Thomaston, charged w ith operating a
motor vehicle while under the influ
ence of intoxicating liquor. After
reporting to Justice Worster after
4t4 hours of deliberation they had
disagreed, the jury was returned to
W ith the short term of credit the wholesalers now
the jury room and h alf an hour later
give, we are hereby compelled to go onto Strictly
returned a verdict of guilty.
Cash, and beginning March 1 1, 1935, these terms
T he State through two highway
will be carried out.
officers and the Chief of the Water
ville Police D epartment, contended
P. D. STARRETT,
Maker was the operator of an auto
Warren, Maine
mobile in the town of Vassalboro in
July of 1934 while under the influ
ence of liquor.
Maker who was th e only witness
to testify for the defense, stated he
had had nothing b ut two glasses of
beer with his meals th a t day and
was not under th e influence of
liquor.—Kennebec Journal.

NOTICE!

S A V IN G S
ACCOUNT

a m o n g y o u r B e s t I n v e s tm e n ts
A savings account is n o t in the truest sense a
co m p etito r o f any o the r safe fo rm o f invest
m e n t; it is the bubbling spring which feeds
a ll o th e r investments.
Nevertheless, a savings account belongs
w ell to w a rd the top o f any lis t o f desirable
investments today. I t is safe— each account
is fu lly insured up to $5,000 by the Federal
D eposit Insurance C o rp o ra tio n . I t is q u ifk ly
available in case o f need— many investments
cannot be quickly converted into cash. I t earns
a fa ir rate o f interest th a t is con
sistent w ith the safety, a v a ila b ility
and service p ro vid e d.
W hen you have a savings account in
this bank, you have a safe investm ent
th a t stands near the head o f the list.

KNO X COUNTY TR U ST CO.
R O CKLAND.

CA M D EN .

U N IO N .

V IN A L H A V E N ,

W ARREN

TH O U SA N D S OF
DOLLARS
W ill be left in Rockland during
the American Legion Convention
days in June. B u t you can Save
Money NOW by takin g advantage
of these good values a t the Corner
Drug Store, Inc.
Pastoria ........................................... 25
Rubbing Alcohol ......................... 45
Pentro Nose Drops ........................25
Pentro Rub ................................. .25
Six Bars Colgate's Sqap ..............29
$1.00 Alarm Clocks ........................ 79
New Honey Dew Pipes
-50
New low special prices on Kelling Nuts toasted and buttered with
creamery butter fresh dally in our
new toasting machine.
New order of Sun Goggle* just
arrived, priced fro m .25 to $1.00
New Style Bridge T ab le Cov
ers .................................................. 98
Two hundred Books just arrived
for our Lending L ib rary.
Page A Shaw and W hitm an's
C a n d y ........................ 45 to $1.00
Helena Rubenstein's M ake-up.
M ax Factor M ake-up.
Our Prescription Departm ent is
most complete. M a y we fill your
Prescription.
For Service, Q uality and Variety
call at the

Corner D ru g S tore,
INC.
COR M AIN A L IM E R O C K STS.
TEL. 378

C U T O U T THIS A D !
W ith I t And

A tten tion ,
Packers O f Fish!

$ 4 .9 8
K
9

?

W e W ill Give You Our
Regular $7.00

STEAM OIL PERMANENT
W hich Gives You a Soft and N atural Wave
A LL PERM ANENTS D O NE B Y M R. M ER R O W
T H IS O FFER IS FOR O NE M O N T H O N LY

ONCE U S E D
SALT F IS H B A R R E LS
HALVES A N D KEG S
Always Ready For Im m ediate Ship
ment. Write for Quotations,
Delivered at Y o u r Station
Also For Sale, Butte, Casks and
Sugar Barrels
HENRY A. T H O R N D IK E
P. O. Box 43.
Newport, R. I.
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AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
286 M A IN S T R E E T
R O C K LA N D
TELE PH O N E 826
We Employ Experienced, Expert, Licensed Operators
26-27

Russell
Successor to Bowes <te Crozier
9 CLAREMONT ST.

*

Thom aston T a x

ROCKLAND,
MAINE
A. F. Russell, R obert Russell
Mrs. Russell, Asst.
Mrs. M innie Crosier

P ayers

The Tow n books close March I 5.

All taxes

short service as United States m ar
shal in Canton. China, he returned
to the “States” for a while, but was
asked to return to the "Islands” as
Director of the United States Civil
Service, During the World War he
was in France for a time and also
gave 11 years of service in Haiti.
When I last heard of him, about a
year ago, he was still in Ethiopia, so
I presume he is there now, advising
an emperor who must be sorely in
need of advise as Mussolini proceeds
to carry o u t his warlike threats.
Aubigne L. Packard

Maine boatbuilders and repairers
told the legislative committee on
taxation Wednesday a tax on boats
owned by non-residents would kill
storage and repair business in
Maine.
Alan L. Bird of Rockland, presi
dent of the Maine Boat-builders and
Repairers Association, said passage
of a bill providing for local assess
ment of taxes on boats on which ten
.percent of the value had not been
spent for repairs would result in
owners taking their storage, outfitting
and repair business elsewhere. A M.
Main of the Bath Iron Works said
the NRA code permitted owners to
do their own repairs on laid-up boats,
and the cost so would be kept down
ln many instances on smaller boats.
Representatives of the Camden
assessors appeared to support the bill.
Opponents included Herbert H.
Payson. J r , of Portland. Sidney
Norton of Islesboro. and E. E. Pinson
of Bath, all operators of boat yards.
Blrd suggested legislation for exemption of stored boats from tax assessment.
• • • >

ft

Branches at Union and Rockport
Rockport Branch T el. Camden 2350

OLD

GOLD

Clarence E. Daniel*
JEWELER

370 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
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the State Hospital In Augusta was
$1,000,000 and the State Hospital at
Bangor $945,000. In addition there
was $2,750,000 on contents of state
buildings, he said.
.
“How could any of those buildings
be replaced with a state fund which
would not amount to $300,000 until
10 years from now?" Dwinal asked.
• • • •

LIONS PRODUCE A
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WINNER

“Oh, D octor!” B rin gs Tw o C row ded H ou ses and
E verybody Is P lea sed W ith It

EURO PE $295

Inumbers, an excellent cast, and an

$1,850,000. Dwinal said. Whilethat on slanea

HOME BAKED BEA NS

PA R A M O U N T RESTAURANT

□

promise.

To Mrs Marston and Miss Dolliver
fell the task of the high comedy roles,
and in no more capable hands could
they have been placed. To attempt
to describe the get-up and antics of
Mrs. Weakley (Mrs. Marston), with
her fallen arches and Mrs. Crossly.

MOTOR ANALYSIS
ing our offer of free motor analysis for one
week.
H ave your motor condition and electrical
equipment analyzed with latest scientific
test apparatus, and without obligation.

F R E D L. FER N A LD

22 AMESBURY ST.,
ROCKLAND
Telephone 575 Collect
■
27-S-tf

Mr. Daniels sprang a surprise, when
he blossomed forth into a ‘‘bold bad
robber” of the most blustering type.
His make-up carried out the trans
formation still further. He disclosed
a voice of delightful quality. Mr.
Clark did fine work ln the role of
Dr. Drinkwater, not only looking the

Phone or drive in today.

C. W. HOPKINS, Inc.
712 M AIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 1000-W

play. siA etituted delighting th e audl-

. ence with the naturalness of her
acting and with her excellent singing
voice.
Lesser roles done by Mrs. Rollins,
Mrs. Hewett, Mr. Nye, Dr. Annls. Dr.
i ————— —
— — — — —
[
(Continued on Page Two)
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PUBLIC CARD PARTIES
WE B U Y

Tax Collector.

IN DANGER

Charging th a t President Roosevelt said, as if the ERA does not know
does not possess an economic mind; what form of society it wants to sup
that he does not realize what makes port.
Nobody should be allowed to starve
the world go on; and that millions of
to death, but it is perfectly possible to
dollars are going to be handed out to
work out a policy of relief and cut
the politicians, Lincoln Colcord of down the body of the relief fund.
Searsport yesterday presented before
Public opinion around Detroit made
the Rockland .Rotary Club an array up its mind that it wanted a hardof logic th a t amazed even its mast boiled national program of direct re
careful thinkers.
lief and have the Administration
V oice of S m all T ow ns
The world knows Lincoln Colcord as stress business recovery, Mr. Colcord
Small towns of Maine will have a
an author of note. Generally speak said. Everywhere it could be felt
more decisive voice in the taxation
;
ing it don't know that he is a rock- that the people were withdrawing
program of the state a t this legisla
ribbed
Democrat, and one of the four from their support of the experiments.
tive session than for many years,
men
sent
out of Washington to obtain Keep relief unattractive so that those
judging from the complexion of the
W ERE T R E E -M IN D E D
an early analysis on the workings of on relief will want to get rid of it as
important Taxation Committee.
the NRA. In view of these facts his soon as possible.
Not one of the 10 committee mem
Thomaston Citizens Set Out 20M
frank arraignment of the administra “I didn’t believe that President
bers comes from a city. The chair
Elms and Rock Maples In Three
tion, yesterday, did not leave Itself Roosevelt would be so ill-advised as
man of the committee is Senator
Weeks
open to the charge of being a politi to become fouled with the present
Blanchard of Wilton, while his Senate
cal attack.
program," said Mr. Colcord. The
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
colleagues on the committee, Sena
Mr. Colcord spoke calmly and de country is awakening with criticism
tors Pillsbury o f Benton and Burkett
To those interested in the old trees
liberately and his words never con of the extraordinary relief proposal.
j of Union' come from smaU tou™ tained even the remotest sug
the following, taken from the Thom
A bunch of projects cannot be de
Houae Chairman Mason is from Me- gestion of political bias.
He vised for 3.500.000 unemployables
aston Recorder, 1846, may plant them
chanic Palls and ,he other members referred in his introduction to the without disrupting society still more.
deeper in our hearts.
' and thelr N a t i v e districts are. fact that he was speaking in the home And w hat are you going to do when
May 26, 1846 —We deem the present
Shaw of Millbridge, Deering of Hollis, city of Congressman Moran whom he those are finished?
not too early to call attention of our
Crowell of Weston, Haskell of Windsupported most diligently; and added
"The President's proposal simply
village friends to the setting out of
Dwinal In Sharp Debate
ham' Martin of Dexter and Allan of that he sincerely felt the country will not work. If the work relief
ornamental trees. Already our pleas
Zelma M. Dwinal of Camden, rep- ToPshani
needed a change. He frankly admit- fund of $4,500,000,000 is appropriated
ant village has acquired some note
resenting a large group of fire insurAside from its lack of city repre- ted that he believed in sticking to his now when Congress meets again next
for its shade trees, and it still can be
anoe companies, told the Mercantile sentatlon the committee personnel Is party, though he did not believe ln fall It will demand another billion,
improved much in this respect. Let
Affairs and Insurance Committee regarded as one of the ablest of the following party leadership when he j Also the projects would compete with
not only all our streets be lined on
"Maine cannot afford to stop buying Legislature. Business men of a believed its course was not sound.
' private Industry. In Grand Rapids
each side with beautiful trees, but
fire insurance” as proposed in two staunchly conservative type, most o f
The NRA has worked out to disad- j three contractors were put out of
let there be placed around each house
bills heard by the committee. He them with considerable experience in vantage. Mr. Colcord told his hearers business and one of them had to go
a sufficient number. Thus, much may
said that if the State carried no fire municipal affairs.
The speaker told of going to the De- J on relief, himself. I doubt if the
be added to the beauty of an already
• • • *
Insurance and any one o t its large
troit area to learn that section'sI enormous relief bill will pass except
pleasant village.
A Speakership Candidate
opinion between economic progress in mangled form. The President
April 30: On Friday last we wit buildings burned, the tax rate would
Representative Reed H. Ellis (R) of on the left and the right, and he shouldn't fool himself; he has got to
nessed an interesting spectacle. A have to be raised to replace it.
One of the bills provided th a t the Rangeley Wednesday announced that found a common conclusion that the advance sound economic projects."
large towering tree, girding about
Mr. Colcord completed his address
three and a half feet at the butt, with State set aside $37,500 annually until he would seek the speakership of the Administration's relief policy was
wide spreading branches, moving a fund of $300 000 was raised, to be 88th Legislature. Ellis is serving his based on the wrong idea; that the with two significant statements:
humanitarian approach had been
“The country will be infinitely
along our streets in stately grandeur, used to pay fire losses. The other third term in the legislature.
•
•
•
•
would
simply
prohibit
the
8tate
from
stressed
a
t
the
expense
of
the
eco
worse
off when the four billions have
drawn by seven yoke of oxen. It
nomic.
been spent.”
Create M ilk Frier
moved on like “Birnam Woods" to a buying fire Insurance. Both were
The figures involved were amazing.
"He (President Roosevelt) is the
position in front of Dr. M. R. Lud introduced by Senator Pernald of
The Maine Legislature Wednesday
wig's house (the Capt. Montgomery Waldo.
j enacted an emergency bill to create More than 25 per cent of the popula man in danger.”
Pernald said that since June 1, 1931, a milk price and distribution control tion had been on public relief, and
Willis I. Ayer, the club’s vice presi
estate) where it probably will be a
century hence flourishing in “green the state “paid $208,243 in fire insur board. I t became law when Gover new conceptions had grown up. The dent. was in the chair yesterday In
old age." It is a beautiful rock maple ance premiums and got back $16,422.” nor Brann signed the measure imme people were looking toward Washing the absence of President W alter F.
“Why perpetuate this racket a t the diately afterwards. The bill provided ton for relief, as their right. It ap Conley. Theodore Bird m ade his
and was brought the distance of a
mile and a half by Burton Pales, un expense of the taxpayers? Many for appointment by the Governor of proaches the Socialistic conception, debut as program chairman.
Yesterday's guests were Joseph
der a contract with Dr. Ludwig. It large companies and a number of a board to consist of two milk pro but the people themselves do not
was estimated th a t there were six or states have their own insurance ducers, a dealer and a producer- realize it. The relief program has Emery. Leopold Tschirky of P hiladel
dealer, with the State Agriculture been going In iboth directions at once phia and W. P. Konect. The visiting
eight tons of earth clinging to the funds."
Senator Elroy Hussey of Kennebec Commissioner, Frank P Washburn, —and getting nowhere. The country Rotarians were Ralph W. Farris of
roots.
i has got to turn to communism or get Augusta, ‘‘Bill” Cobb of Belfast, and
An item w ritten a little later read: chairman of the committee, re an ex-officio member.
iback
to the capitalistic conception of Dr. C. H. Jameson, Rexford Daniels
“The number of trees which have been marked “There is no law th a t says
The board was restricted from exer
set out in front of dwellings and the state m ust buy insurance.”
cising its powers in any market ex Isociety. And it looks, the speaker and Joseph Brewster of Camden.
Pernald said: "Yes. that's right, but cept upon written application of pro
along the margin of our streets dur
ing the past three weeks is estimated ] to get the Governor and Council ducers,’ dealers’ or producer-dealers’
at 2000. Most of them are elm and to stop this practice it would be like associations supplying a substantial
tearing a three-months-old baby proportion of the milk consumed in
rock maple.”
i from its mother. They have a racket such market.
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy with their distribution of eight key
• • • •
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news at Central News Co.. 66 Con policies. T h a t makes one for each.”
Manufacture of automobile regis
gress St
Dwinal said th at even if a fund
were established there could be no tration plates and similar markers in
assurance “it would be there when the State prison was urged yesterday
needed." I t might be used for other before the Committee on State
Tuneful melodies, fascinating dance , port, but singing well and showing
ALL EXPENSE
purposes Dwinal said, "as has been Prisons. Warden Thurston told the
First Class Hotels
committee
necessary
equipment
histrionic skill.
done with other funds”
Ocean Passage Tourist Class
Rainbow, the laziest man on earth.
_____________________________
appeallng
METROPOLITAN TRAVEL CO.
Fire insurance on the State House , which would be bought ^ o n d -h a n d int€resting story
Metropolitan Bldg., Boston, Mass.
was done by Mr. Perry who has h ith 
and its contents amounted to about
approximately $8333 in -'
interw)wn
up
o o r e tta
“O h
D octor” nresenffed erto shown his gift for comedy rotes.
_
Thurston also,spoke in favor of Op;relta
Oh D°CtOr
Presented This time in blackface he added a n 
measures providing for paying State under the auspices of The Rockland other laurel to his reputation. The
prisoners up to 15 cents daily for work Lions Club a t the High School audi- I trio of doctors played by Mr. FlemA G A IN —
at the discretion of the warden, and torlum Thursday and Friday nights. ln«' Pompous and dignified; Mr.
W E W ANT T O REMIND YO U
! for detention of female State prison Coached by Miss Adelaide E. Cross £ orter' daPPer and polite; and Mr.
Dowling, lisping and dainty of m aners a t the reformatory for women at
This is the day to take home those delicious
the ultimate success attained by the
: ner. brought a big laugh each time
j Skowhegan rather than at the Thomproduction can be readily understood. they appeared. Miss Jones made
j aston State,prison.
Y ellow Eye or P ea Beans, 25c q t .; 15c pt.
Compensation for working inmates MLss Mary Bird as Honor was a much of a small comedy role,
Paramount Cole Slaw, 25c q t.; 15c pt.
was urged by the warden us a ‘‘benefit charming figure, and her lovely voice More th a n a passing word of praise
was heard a t Its best In the tuneful goes to Mrs. White who on Thursin the moral effect" on prisoners.
Call 1380 and have your order reserved
songs allotted to her. Playing oppo day night, though suffering from a
A ttritio n s at Strand Theatre next site her was Leon White Jr. in the heavy cold acquitted herself excel162 M A IN S T R E E T,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 1380
week are: Sunday, Monday and Tues role of Philip, yonng ranch owner, lently until her final song when Miss
day, 'T h e Little Minister,” with whose poise of manner and appealing Cross, herself, sang It from the wings,
Katharine Hepburn;
Wednesday, quality of voice merit more than pass- Mrs. W hite was a most attractive
"Winning Ticket," with Leo Carlllo lng mention. A lad not yet out of his figure in the role of Glory Drinkand Virginia Bruce; Friday, "Society teens, Mr. W hite’s achievement takes water.
Doctor,” with Chester Morris and on added significance, and those parLast night found Mrs. W hite conVirginia Bruce; Saturday, "Captain ticularly interested In his progress fined to her bed with laryngitis, and
Hurricane," with James Barton.
note constant improvement and Miss Adelaide Cross, the coach of the

unpaid will appear as delinquent in town report.
G eorge E. Gillchrest,

ROOSEVELT THE M AN

D ue to popular demand w e are extend

F u n e ra l H o m e

N O T IC E !

A T THE STATE CAPITOL

Volum e 9 0 ...................Number 27.

E verett C olson, N ative Of W arren , Financial Knox C ounty Men F igure In T w o In teresting Lincoln C olcord, D em ocrat, So Told R otarian s
A dviser T o W ar T hreatened A byssinia
C om m ittee H earings— M ilk Bill
— “ D oes Not P ossess E conom ic Mind”

CHARLES H. M dNTO SH
Tel 626, Rockland

List a

T H R E E CEN TS A COPY

ELKS HOME
M ARCH SERIES—FR ID A Y NIGHTS
A series of public card parties will be held Friday nights through
March, beginning March 8. Public invited.
Prizes for Each Party and a C apital Prize.
t
27 then 2 8-T -T h -38

I

FAVORITE POEM

If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read soma poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week The loss of these testes la a lost
ot happiness.—Charles Darwin.
MY STUDY

Thia Is my world! within these narrow
walla.
I own a princely service: the hot care
And tumult of our frenzied Ute are here
But ae a ghost, and echo: what befalls
In the tar mart to me Is less than
naught:
; I walk the fields of quiet Arcadles.
I And wander by the brink of hoary teas.
' Calmed to the tendance of untroubled
thought:
, Or If a livelier humor should enhance
The slow-timed pulse, "tls not for present
strife.
The sordid ze^l with which our age Is
rife,
Its mammon conflicts crowned by fraud
or chance.
But gleanings of the lost, heroic life.
Flashed through the gorgeous vistas of
romance
—Paul Hamilton Hayne.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, March 2, 1935
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T H E GARDEN CLU B

THRF.E-TIMES-A-WEEK

E nsign O tis Tells o f His
For the Lord is our judge, the Lord
Gladioli— O ther Speakers
is our lawgiver, the Lord1is our king;
A re H eard
he will save us.—Isaiah 32:22.

Mrs. Frank W. Fuller opened her
home Tuesday afternoon for the
meeting of the Garden Club Mrs
Leola Wiggin, president, announced
this committee to take charge of the
«-+++♦*+* « « “> + 4 + W + W H beautification of the Public Landing
Have any o f this paper’s
grounds: Mr. and Mrs. J. N. South
readers,
gifted
w ith
the
ard, Mr. and Mrs. John O. Stevens,
noticing faculty, noticed—
Mr. and Mrs. Vesper Packard, and Mr
THAT what with the airplane, the and Mrs. Joseph Emery. Mrs. Wiggin
motor car, the active saloon w’ith its also referred to the annual Boston
opposed bootlegging and the merry flower show which opens in Horti
gangster, taking each a daily toll of cultural Hall March 25. The regular
unprotected citizenry, you discharge price of admission tickets is to be $1.
your mind' of all anxiety that our but to all garden club members who
country should ever come to suffer procure tickets through their re
from over-population.
spective garden clubs, the price will
«> e
be 75 cents with the cost of the 11th
THAT the young person who in ticket going to th at club. These
Scant bathing raiment lightly hinting tickets may be procured through Mrs.
a t coverage treads the thronged city : wiggin and must he purchased prior
streets with calm repudiation of pub- (O March 23.
lie opinion, discovers herself in a | A plant sale to be held in May was
paroxism of alarm if by unhappy announced the proceeds to be used
chance a corner of the window cur for Knox Hospital garden. I t was
tain falls loose during the garment also suggested that a committee be
ed ceremony that anticipates night's appointed to be known as the surplus
gentle slumber.
flower committee, to receive seed
lings, or any surplus bulbs, shrubs,
THAT if endowed with the contem etc., to be used in garden club work.
plative turn of mind, you find your Ar, announcement was made that
self often considering the probabili Miss Rosamund Graham of Camden
ties associated with the motor car has received the support of local serv
as to when, like little orphan Annie’s ice clubs in connection with the tent
gobbleuns. it is ordained, sooner or caterpillar menace, the proposal to be
later, to “get you if you don't watch th a t school children gather the cater
Out.”
pillars a t a penny for so many. The
«> <g>
club donated $10 for this work.
THAT unhappily there are too
Speakers were Ensign Otis who told
many of us so inexorably fettered by of the care and his experience in
tradition as that we confess to our growing gladioli for which he has won
selves a sneaking feeling of an ob no small fame; Mrs. Clara Emery, an
ligation transgressed because we other successful gladiolus grower
came away without leaving a tip f o r , who
nam€s ' o{ the most
the waiter.
popular bulbs; Mrs. Somes of Waldo
<s- <?>
boro who gave a fascinating account
THAT the providence which is of making a garden pool and of the
popularly understood to exercise a things placed in it; Mrs. George
particular wisdom in mankind’s Avery who told of her experience in
affairs seemed a bit wanting in sapi growing asters and button zinnias;
ence when it assigned to the adjoin and Dr Jahn Smith Lowe who gave
ing room the gentleman whose facil a brief account of his summer home
ity in the art of midnight snoring a t Round Pond and his experiences
has been developed to a lengthened in gardening there.
capacity.
The meeting next month will be

NOTICING

ST R A N D SU N D A Y , M O NDAY, TUESDAY

j

LIONS PR O D UC E A W INNER

Nutt, Edward Peaslee John Robin
son, Roy Estes. Donald Ward.
Newman and Mr Russell were made
Girls’ Chorus — Muriel McPhee,
the most of, each played showing Virginia Gray, Malzie Joy, Betty McAlary. Dorothy Frost. Eleanor Barn
marked aptitude.
ard. Marion Marshall. Ethel Hayes.
Individual honors were won by Mr.
Barbara Griffin, Fern Brown, Ruth
Nye in. “Madrid" who disclosed a
Harper, Emma Harding. Gertrude
tenor voice of real beauty, and who j H<.^ d MargarPt Rogers. Vera Ames,
well deserved the encore demanded Catherine Chisholm, Dorothy Vase,
from the audience. He was support- 1 Dancing Chorus—Ruth Marston,
ed by a chorus and dance group in ' Virginia Leach. Rose Flanagan. Barj the tango, effectively costumed an d ( bara Derry, Catherine Black, Marsplendidly done. By Misses Storer, garet Dunton. Stella Young. Virginia
Perry, Crowley, and Rankin in the Flint. \
eccentric dance in "Two Conspira
Mu$Ic—Piano. Charlbtte Jhckson
tors." the weird steps and expression Hopkins; violins. A1 Rougier and A1
less "expressions” going over big. By M&rsh; saxophones. Florence Dean
Miss Bird and Mr. White in “Island and Cleo Hooper; trumpet. Clarence
o {Dreams " a lovely song beautifully Fish; trombone. Vere Crockett;
done. By Miss Bird. Mr. White and drums. A. C. Jones. *
Chorus in “The Angelus," one of the
Ushers — Harold Leach, Everett
most melodic numbers in the operetta. Munsey. Eugene Stoddard. Leo MouBy Mr. Daniels and chorus In “A radian. John Black. Raymond Cross.
K A T H A R IN E H EPBURN. as the supposed gypsy in “THE L IT T L E M IN IS  Bold. Bad Robber." and by Mrs. Crlfton Cross. Edward Gonla. E. R.
TER," amazes John Beal, as Gavin, by showing a diamond ring as evidence Marston. Miss Dolliver. Miss Jo n e s.' Gould. Axel Brunberg. Frank Tirrell,
that she can previde for poor old Nanny. Donald Crisp, as Dr. McQueen, Is anti Messrs. Fleming. Porter, and Levi Flint. Stewart Orbeton. Wilbur
Dowling, in “Oh, Doctor.
Senter. Usher chairman, A. W,
equally puzzled.
The cast of characters comprised ; Gregory.
Ralph Clark. Kathleen M a rsto n ; Parker Worrey Blake Annis. Rob
Katharine Hepburn in "The Little ; Nothing has been spared in the Louise Dolliver. Thomas Flem ing.'
ert Russell, A. C. Jones, comprising
Minister.” by Sir James M. Barrie! effort to make “The Little Minister Carlton Porter. Ben Dowling, Ted I
the show committee, did an immense
The films’ outstanding young star , | an unforgettable experience in enter- Perry, Grace Rollins, Mary Bird. amount of work, and are to be con
„
.
tainment.
in the most famous and popular r o - ,
.. .
, _ , ,
.. • Vivian Hewett. Evelyn White, Fred I gratulated upon their success.
Miss Hepburn and Beal play the Nye. Leon White. J r , Blake Annis. '
Between acts the ushers hastened
mance ever penned by the great immortai romance, first performed in
Scottish author! This brilliant com- the th eatre by Maude Adams and the Dana Newman. Bob Russell, Nathalie to the front of the stage, arms filled
Jones and Lloyd Daniels.
' with “floral" offerings for some of
bination of names and talents brings late Robert Edeson. against the backMen's and Boys’ Chorus—Howard the stars. Those bestowed upon the
one cf the most vivid and colorful ground of the tiny Scotch village of
love stories ever written to the screen Thrums, and the hamlet’s loves and Crockett. Charles Ellis. Robert Crane, men were entirely practical, being
"The Little Minister" gives Miss Hep- hates, joys and sorrows and laughter Russell Nash. Edwin Edwards. J r . . ; composed mainly of specimens from
bum another great character that is form a colorful and thrilling plot for William Anderson. Carl Spear. Ray- | the vegetable gardens—cabbagitis.
mond Torrey. Bertram Gardner, j carrotoris, spinachiti, etc etc. But
beloved by millions all over the world, the story —adv.
Winfield Chatto, Richard French, for Miss Cross there was a beautiful
Ted Ladd Harold Coombs. Ralph bouquet of bona fide flowers.
(Continued from Page Onei
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parmenter

T H E LEGION SM O K ER

1held next Thursday evening, place to

ROCKPORT
Our State, Which Seeks To Oh, Boy, That Italian SupI be announced.
Attract 1 ourists, Is Praised
per!— Orchestra and En- Mrs. Josephine Bohndell and Mrs
The Methttdist Ladies’ Aid will hold
Frederick
H.
Sylvester
spent
T
hurs
'
an
afternoon session Wednesday at
and Criticised
tertain m en t Please
day with Mr. and Mrs. Edgar H. B ohn j the vestry.

The current Roadtide Bulletin of
dell. Camden road.
Winslow-Holbrook
« Post turned out
the National Council for the Pro a large squad for Thursday night’s
Church Soles
William Murray and family were
tection of Roadside Beauty will be smoker the number being augmented | guests of relatives a t Peabody and
Baptist; George F. Currier, minister,
read eagerly by all New England,
i Sunday services will begin at 10 with
by visitors from other Posts in Knox Reading. Mass, over the weekend.
W.NJJ
and particularly by the people of
church school followed by morning
The
Baptist
Ladies’
Circle
will
meet
County.
SERVICE.
Maine, for it contains the full re
1 worship at 11; story-service for the
The Italian supper was a triumph Wednesday afternoon at the home of ' children, special music by choir, ser- ‘
port of th e Maine survey just com
Mrs. Herbert Clough.
pleted by Mr and Mrs. W. L. Lawton of culinary skill on the part of How! mon, "True Security." Communion 1
Mrs. Ethel York is reported as im for all believers who wish to attend,
of the National Council.
The story of a resourceful girl reared in luxury in the
proving from her recent illness.
The
necessity for
protecting ’
at the close of the service; C hristian,
an evening one March 18.
T H A T if the late Oliver Goldsmith
1
Endeavor
at
6.
At
7
the
Fishermen's
j
East w ho, after family reverses, goes to Colorado
Maine's countryside from unregula
The World Wide Guild will meet
could have observed his lovely woman
ted commercialism
is stressed, j
Tuesday evening at the Baptist p a r Gospel Team of Knox County will
and proves that the pioneer b lo o d of her ancestors
STA N D ON O W N FE E T Practical methods of arousing our
stooping to folly through the process
conduct the service.
sonage.
still flows in her veins. A tale that is in tune with the
of touching off h er cigaret when the
Methodist; Forrest F. Fowle, min- j
people to the realization of th e !
Regular meeting of Harbor Light .
m eal was not half completed, his fa The Government Hatches marvelous asset of natural beauty'
times
and that you w ill fo llo w with intense interest.
ister. Services for Sunday will be.
Chapter. O.EB . will be held Tuesday
mous poem might easily have been
Further Plans For Maine which we possess are outlined.
Sunday school at 10; morning worship
evening.
BE SURE TO READ "MISS A L A D D IN " AS
lengthened by yet another melan
The Maine State program of road
, at 11. sermon “Foundations;” adult !
Fishermen
Mrs. Edgar P. Shibles and son Les Bible class at 12.15; Junior League at
choly stanza.
IT APPEARS SERIALLY IN THESE COLUMNS
side development has already at
•ter who have been spending several i 1.45 p. m.; Epworth League at 6. with 1
<? <$•
Completed plans for launching the tracted attention. The Federal work
weeks at the Shibles home on Beech Earle Payson leader; evening service i
THAT it was the gentleman of cir Maine Coast Fisheries, all commer between Ellsworth and Bar Harbor
cular dimensions who let himself cial organization, standing on its ts outstanding. The rcadsid? rests
street, while Mr. Shibles was recover- ,
setaion subject “Proparednets.",
. . . .
.
ing from a recent illness, left Wed- I
•
gingerly down into the adjoining own feet in the fisheries business, which have been developed by the '
A co m p o site picture o f th e L egion „ . .
j ,,, s
----------------------H
nesday, Mrs. Shibles to re-join her ,
chair and under th e soft splendor of were given Representative Moran Western Maine Associaton for Road
naircs who mused this smoker
daughter Marieta Shibles at Mt. Ver- , SOLD T W O FA ST ONES
the Miami moon opened upon you the Thursday by the Federal Emergency side Improvement are only the be
----------------------------------------------non, N. Y , and Mr. Shibles to resume ■
------1.
abstruse subject of family descent; Relief Administration.
ginning of similar rests which the
ard Dunbar and Thomas Ar.astasio his duties at Orono as State Leader Henry C lukey Disposes of
in the unfolding of whose complicat
The Maine Coast Fisheries is a 3tate Highway Department hopes to
ed details he got his ancestors ashore fisheries
Noontime and Volunteer
co-operative.
organized complete. Maine has passed a law ranking not only in quality but I of the 4-H Club,
quantity. Austin Brewer as head
Mr and Mrs
Cash entertained
with wet feet on Plymouth Rock, under act of the previous Congress,
making automobile dumps a nuis
To Bangor Parties
waiter saw to it th at no table was {our tables at bridge Thursday evefrom whence point of vantage he pur permitting fishermen to organize as
ance. and the Federations of Garden overlooked. and the supper hour was ning at their home on commercial
sued their complicated manoeuvers farmers do. The bill was aided
Henry E. Clukey, who holds the rec
and Women’s Clubs hope to see an a very enjoyable affair, rendered
down to the present moment which through Congress by Representative
I street. Those present were Mr. and ord as Maine's most successful driver
mprovement along these lines.
doubly so by the solendid music of Mrs. Frank Rider. Mr. and Mrs.
found him triumphing as the last in Moran, formerly member of the
A n i at this same season the more serious thoughts of the house
But the report is not all praise, for . the American Legion Orchestra di- prank gansbury. Mr. and Mrs. Frank in light harness races, has sold the
line—an up to date Ancient Mariner House Committee on Merchant Ma
holder
turn to consideration of needed repairs and improvement to
bay
gelding
Noontime,
2.09‘-i.
to
Frank
there is more than cne word of warn- reeled by Ftank Young. Several
Mr and Mrs Leland Hawkins, i ^
“ “fB a n g o r,.w h o tam^diat’eiy
with long grey beard and glittering j rine and Fisheries. In the last Con
his property. Perhaps he wonders where the money is eoming from
.ng.
The
filling
stations
must
be
members of this orchestra were ap- Mr and Mrs. Maynard Ingraham. Mr. , aced (he lrotter
the pranz M
eye holding you till far beyond the gress. also, fisheries industries and
to pay for them. We are here to meet the need. Our loans are made
hcur of sleep, and alluding to his co-operatives were made eligible to mproved. the hot dog stands regu- pcaring a t the tune wtth the Lions and Mrs Lloyd Jameson of Rockland. Slmmons stables
to meet the individual requiremnts. They may be repaid quickly
ated.
and
the
billboard
blight
play "Oh. Doctor!" at the High School Miss Helen Small and Miss Mary
subject, as much people do. u n d e r' borrow from RPC.
or extended over a long period. Expenses of making a loan ate
Noontime is a four-year-old sired
turbed. or the natural beauty of the
th e designation of geneollogy. with no
Veazie. Honors fell to Mrs. Rider and by QUy Axwortby and was bought by
small. No bonus or advance interest is charged and the rate Is never
The Maine Coast Fisheries has been
consideration whatever for the per I in the past a child of rERA. It got State will be .despoiled; for as trafover 6%. I t costs nothing to investigate.
Mr. Priest, with Mrs. Priest and Mr Qjukey as a yeariing at the New York
sonal feelings of the word as em its money from the Fishermen's Re llc increases, roads th a t now are
Rider receiving low score. Refresh sale. He has been a consistent win
attractive will be slum boulevard .
balmed in the dictionary.
ments were served.
lief Corporation, set up by the Maine
ner on Maine race tracks. The price
as the once beautiful b ut now in i
! ERA. the co-operative was under the
Miss Dorothy Fields is staying for paid by Coyne was not made public.
THAT today one does not so fre , control and management of the RCr many places tragically marred Bos
a few weeks at the home of Miss Etta
Mr. Clukey has also sold his bay
quently encounter the tourist whose lief Corporation and ERA and pr?u ton Pest Road.
Cain, Commercial street.
gelding Volunteer, 2.09. Volunteer
Rockland. Maine
18 School Street,
These
facts
explain
the
widespread
'
practice it once seemed to be to ad- vented from putting its fish into coin21Stf
was sired by Chestnut Peter. 2.05 L
The
usual
rehearsal
of
the
Baptist
venture around the world for no o s - ; merclal channels in free competi- public interest is the present bill for
Church orchestra Monday evening and is a grandson of Peter the Great.
tensible reason other than to have j Uon and from
it outside the the control and regulation of high
will be preceded by a supper at the The new owner is Mr. Getchell of
way advertising. Several bills i n 1
his formidable luggage pasted over to State.
Bangor.
vestry.
the full limits of coverage with loud
Also, the relationship between re the past have been favorably acted
The Trytohelp Club will meet Mon
colored labels set off with undecipher lief and the Co-operative has been on by th e House, only to be killed
day evening at the home of Mrs. Cecil
WITH TH E BOWLERS
by
the
billboard
industry
Opposition
able auxiliaries of foreign speech.
cause for controversy and complaint
OPP. K N O X C O U N TY T R U S T CO., RO CKLAND
Rhodes.
Main
street.
A
com
po'ite
picture
of
those
who
did
<$> «>
from commercial fish dealers. The and lefoby.
The Three Crows defeated the Star
The fire department responded to a
not miss it
The Survey points out th at Maine's
THAT when you have seemingly J new pjan g€ts the co-operative away
WILL CONTINUE BUSINESS A S U SU A L
Alleys 123 pins last night. It was
still alarm late Thursday afternoon,
attended much upon these vacation j from the grief of the relief organi- rural highways are unpr^ected. and
Harold Horrocks’ farewell appearance
The same policy and prices w ill prevail w ith these Weekend Specials
tlme evening concerts, listening to ! a tio n
we are slow in our highway planning auditorium, but the organization, caused by a slight chimney fire at the and he had the satisfaction of head
A . D. S. COD LIVER OIL, 51c
the programs in which the thinly clad
under the present plan the co-op- and design due to the small amount ' oven with those temporary defec- residence of Charles IL. Veazie.
ing the trium phant trio. Mason had
tions. was a remarkable one, and Is The Thursday Afternoon Bridge {high string. The summary:
soprano presents her group of songs I eratjve sets up its own household. Its of money available in such work.
A . D. S. M INERAL OIL, 43c
In making their Survey. Mr. and destined to be an outstanding musi- !club played this week at the home of
that deal chiefly with the much heard relationship with the relief corporaJordans' Jonahs—Snow 525, Jordan
A Pocket T in of A. D. S. Pure Aspirin Free w ith a Sale of Either
of topic of love and end upon a vio turn is simply that of debtor to credi Mrs. Lawton motored over 3.500 mi’.c: cal asset in this community. It was Mrs. Marion Cash. High honors was ' 485 ’WalJ 510 totals 1520
of Above Articles
lently uplifted C-sharp sustained tor—the co-operative still owes the of Maine highway, spoke a t 29 meet- heard later in the entertainment pro- won by Mrs. Doris Reidy, with Mrs.
Three Crows—Horrocks 549, Cum
23-24
until the singer's voice gives out relief corporation money which will mgs, including 14 Rotary Club’ gram which followed in the upper I Ancc priest receiving consolation,
mings 527. Mason 597 totals 1643.
then, sez you in to yourself, would
out of future earnings took innumerable photographs, many , ball, and which was under the direc- 1 Honor parts for the Senior class
I.
" <
.-1-1
that it might be given you to see the ; ThP co.operative has enough money of which are being shown by means tion of Gerald Margeson who is m ak- ^oakport High School, were awarded
hands of time set themselves b a c k -1]eft. out of the original loan to start of lantern slides which are in great ing the Legion smokers such a pro- | this week w ith MiS5 Virginia Noyes,
ward to the end that you should gOlng. With the divorce of the co- demand all over the State. The nounced success.
| daughter of Mrs. E. R. Noyes, valedicT he guest speaker was F A. Wins- tQrian rank 92 33; Helena Upham,
Ifeten once more to Jimmy Me- , operative from the Fishermen's Relief Federated Garden Clubs under the
Namara there upon the stage, with , corporation. Rufus Stone. ERA man able leadership cf Dr. Charles J. low. who prefaced his talk "Flirting daUghter p{ Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Uphis rich Irish voice and true to pitch. ■wbo bas been managing th e co-op- Bragdon of Gardiner sponsored the W ith Fame, with the statement th at bam sajqtatorian, rank 90.97. Others
unfolding again to his explosive au- crative, steps out of the co-operative survey, which for the first time gives while the commercial angle was be- rccelvlng class parts were Doris Hall,
H A V E M A D E O UR
fitr€ssed ln connection with the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vesper
dicncc in front the impressive details picture, though of course he remains a comprehensive view of lis tin g |
of what took place a t “The Party a t managing director of th e relief cor highway conditions and shows what approaching State Convention there Hall of Rockville, rank 90.17; Alice
are many citizens who purpose to Steward, daughter of Mrs. C. W. Stew
Odd Fellows Hall."
poration.
must be done to put Maine in line
4 -w
Under the amended charter of the to protect the beauty of her country help make it a success because of ard, 88.5, atjd Gertrude Havener,
THAT if out of the deep explorings co-operative it will have a board of side an d to attract the tourist in ever their loyalty to and appreciation of daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Hav
of your intellect you had at the last five directors of whom two. George increasing numbers to the beauty of the boys who had done so much for ener. 87.59. The class is now preparthis country in the dark days of 1917 jng fQr th(j aRnual Washingtoni D . C ,
of it received illumination as to Beals of Jonesport and C. D. Wallace the Pine Tree state.
and 1918.
(trip
According to present plans
whether, upon the whole, you favored of Cutler, have been chosen. Active
A Trem endous Success. W e Have Decided To Continue the Sale With New and
Adolf Adolfson, head of a local
y wUJ leave April 12; 15 stUdents
the gold standard, or not. as the case 1management, under the board, will
. Even Greater Values!
institution known as the Hollywood u »ing (hc trjp
might be and therefore if so w hat | be in the hands of C. Olcott of BosSchool of ' Dancing, delighted the
about it, if a t all or even more, you ton. a marketing expert. Members
The 63's met Tuesday evening for
gathering with tap dancing, and
cjm the better evaluate the conclu of the co-operative will have voting
cards at the home of Mr. and Mrs
upon being recalled insisted upon
sions which the Supreme Court, fol rights, which they did not have while
Bill Foster demonstrating some of Lou H. Morrill.
lowing severe and protracted con under the tutelage of ERA.
you'll find the best val
See High Q uality Furniture A t Unprecedented Low Prices For Cash!
The Methodist Johnson Society will
tlm dances seen in the tropics. I t
There rem ain legal details of the
sideration thereof or a t least th in k ues In used Furniture is
give
an
entertainment
next
Wednes
w as a clever stunt detpitc Bill's
in the columns of the
tng about it or elsewhere discover transition to be settled.
bashfulness,, and earned a great day evening at the vestry, followed
W ant Ads of
ing itself arrived at and leatlng yewi.
by a social hcur and refreshments.
hand.
Our second hand furniture depart
to your vast surprise, in precisely the
An interesting and helpful cottage
The
Commander
Charles
W.
Morton
same mental condition as when you ment will satisfy your every furniture
MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
presided
over
the
meeting
in
the
dig5
prayer
service was held
nil s ay
first seriously addressed yourself to need at a mere fraction of the cost
Courier-Gazette
nified and efficient manner which Is evening at the home of Mrs. Gertrude
of new. See us. Studley Furniture
looking into the matter.
■•I
Hivenir. A similar service w ill be
marking his fine administration.
Co, Rockland.
25-27
Miami. F ebruary 27
I

First Chapter Starts Tuesday
“In the Spring a Y oung M an’s Fancy

Lightly Turns To T houghts of Love”

L

L

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE

S P E C TA C U LA R F U R N IT U R E V A L U E S

iii

W HERE

HAVE GASH SALE”

T H E SALE IS S TILL IN PROGRESS
S T U D L E Y F U R N IT U R E C O .

Every-Other-Day

Rockland C ourier-G azette.

13
20

^125126127128129130,

TALK O F TH E TO W N

All retail merchants are invited to
attend the meeting of the Chamber of
March 3—Shrove Sunday.
Commerce at 9.30 a. m. Monday in
March 4—Shakespeare Society me«ta at
regard to the Sales Tax.
home of Mrs. Katherine Derry.

BOSTON, ROCKLAND, BANCOR
A nd Intermediate Ports
E ffe c tiv e M o n d a y , M a rc h 4 th

S. S. BELFAST
Freight Service Only
(Passenger Service W ill Be Resumed April 29)
EA STB O U N D

SERM O NETTE

SCHEDULE

Saul of Tarsus

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

March 4—North Haven—Town meeting.
March 6—Ash Wednesday. Lent be
gins.
Mar. 7, 8. 9—Camden—Pood Fair spon
sored by Camden-Rockport Lions Club.
March 8—Methebesec Club meets at the
home of Mrs Sheldon.
March 9—South Thomaston—Umerock
Valley Pomona meets with Wessaweskeag
Grange.
March 11—Cushing—Town meeting.
March 11—Lincolnville—Town meeting.
March 11—South Thomaston—Town
meeting.
March 14—“Pa's Return." a 8eth Parker
play, at Unlversallst vestry.
March IS — Vtnalhaven— Senior class
V. H. 8 presents "Cinderella Rose "
March 16 (5 to 7 o ’clock)—Epworth
League benefit supper at M. E Church
March 17—St Patrick s Day
March 18—Rockport—Town meeting.
March 18—-St Oeorge—Town meeting
March 18—Vlnalhaven—Town meeting
March 28—"The Wise Guy." three-act
comedy at Pleasant Valley Grange
April 12—Annual meeting of Rubin
stein Club.
April 22—Scrlvtn-Carey Co. Pratt Me
morial M. E. Church.

Leave Boston 5 P. M ................. Mondays. Wednesdays, Fridays
Due Rockland 4 A. M ......................... Bangor 8 A. M. Next Day

W ESTBO U N D SCHEDULE

Justice Arthur Chapman of P ort
land will preside over the June term
Leave Bangor 4 P. M ..................... Rockland 9 P. M . (Approx.)
of Superior Court. Venires have a l
on Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays
Due Boston 8 A. M ............................................................ Next Day
ready been issued for the drawing of
traverse jurors.
Freight accepted and delivered a t Boston, Rockland, Camden, .Belfast, Bucks
port (M t. Desert Region), W interport and Bangor.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets Tues
day, with a card party at 2 p. m. in
charge of Mrs. Nellie Achorn. Circle
supper at 6.15. Bethel Lodge of Union
will be guests and confer the degree.

1Q 3S

Between

The annual meeting of the Congre
gational Church ISociety will be held
at the church Tuesday night.
There will be a well-baby clinic at
the Red Cross rooms, Willow and
Union streets, Monday from 2 to 4
o'clock.

M arek 2

With Increased Sailings

Jleft New York Wednesday on. the S. S.
| Manhattan for Europe.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will hold a
card party Tuesday at 2 o'clock. Mrs.
Nellie Achorn to be hostess.

S a tu r d a v

For fu r th e r in fo r m a tio n
T e l. R o c k l a n d 140.

a p p ly

RO CKLAND

27-30

W H 4RF.

EASTERN STEAMSHIP LINES

Charles McIntosh is planning to
I make his customers happy next sum| mer, having harvested 6000 tons of
A T B A P T IS T C H U R C H
HAD W ATER DAMAGE
Chickawaukie Lake ice. This is 2000
tons more than the firm housed last Sunday
School M em bers J Blown Off C onnection Sends
winter.

Will M arch T o W orship—

Flood In V esper A. Leach

Sunshine Society will meet Monday
The special attraction “The Dionne
Also L ay m en ’s M onth
Block on Main Street
afternoon at the Central Maine Quintuplets” will be shown Sunday.
When
Carroll Wixson, assistant at
The First Baptist Church School
rooms.
Monday and Tuesday, at Strand T he
the Vesper A. Leach Specialty Store,
is
to
march
to
church
in
March.
atre. Due to the length of the show
opened up this morning his astonished
(Hose Whitmore of Rockland is tlie Quintuplets will be shown at 2, Each Sunday evening will see a dif- eyes beheld water falling in streams
Jerent
group
of
classes
recognized
pledged to Alpha Omicron Pi society and 4.30. 6 30 and 8.30.
from the central section of the ceil
as the “Guests" of the service. Each
a t Ujiiveyity of Maine.
ing. He rushed to the cellar and
class
will
be
seated
by
itself,
and
the
Emma Harding stood third in rank
shut off the water supply to the upper
The orders of Red Cross and Malta ing in the class parts recently given class having the largest percentage floors and then ran across the street
will.be conferred by Claremont Com- out for the senior class of the High of its members present will be recog to Central Fire Station for help.
mandery Monday nig h t Applications School. The parts as shown in a pre nized.
The regular men from the station
March 3 will be “Adult Class
vious issue were not given as to aver
for the orders will be balloted upon.
were promptly on the scene, removing
Night,”
with
all
the
classes
of
that
age ranking, but shown at random.
goods from the danger zone and were
department as the guests. The sub
Hostilities have broken out again
The directors of the Knox Pish and ject of the sermon will be: “A Full- joined by Raphael S. Sherman, with
between the Forty Club and Lions
Game Association <wlll have a supper Sized Looking Glass.” March 10 will the result that further spread of dam
Club. This time it will take the form
and rheeting at the Knox Hotel in be “Young People's Class Night," age was averted.
of a basketball game to be played on
Luckily only the middle section of
Thomaston Monday night at 6.30. having all the classes of young peo
the ides of March.
Plans will be made for the annual ple as special guests. Mr. MacDon the store was affected, the front, rear
and the annex being entirely clear.
meeting soon to be held.
ald's subject will be: “A Snug-Fit
The coat, suit and dress departments
Good-bye to the Cornish after this
ting Garment.” On March 17 "In
week. The steamship Belfast comes
Harrison C. Lyseth, State agent for j termediate Class Night,” will be held were not involved. Mr. Leach was
unable to place his loss this morning,
onto the Boston and Bangor Division J secondary education, who has been a '
with the eight classes of th at group
though it will be several hundred
next Monday, and will make three frequent speaker in this city, w a s:
th e guests of the service. The sub
trips a week In the freight service.
elected chairman of the Department I ject of the sermon will be: “A Far- dollars. Damage to the building will
of Secondary School Principals of the iFamed Jewel.” March 24 will be be small due to the steel ceiling.
Investigation disclosed the cause to
Annie Mae Rhodes of Union, a stu  National Euucation Association at its [
“Whole Church School Night," when
be a blown off supply pipe connection
dent of ES.NS. '35, was on the senior convention meeting at Atlantic City.
all will unite in making it a great
to a toilet on the second floor.
honor Toll for the first semester, re
service, and having as special guests
Ruth
Mayhew
T
ent
meets
Mondayceiving A's in five of her nine sub
the officers and teachers. The ser
jects. She was assistant coach and night. with circle supper in charge of mon subject will be: “All Dressed and
CAM DEN
Mrs.
Mina
King
and
(Mrs.
Belle
Bowstage manager of a one-act play
Mrs. Charles T. Swan is in Detroit,
Somewhere To Go.
“More Than a Million," presented re ley. The birthday of Col. F. S. PhliThese services are for everybody Mich., for a few weeks.
brick will be celebrated, and there will
cently.
Mrs. Maude Bolduc of Greenville is
and will open a t 7.15 with the pre
be a special table for all members and
lude and big sing, assisted by the guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. Jay Potter.
Auxiliary of Sons of Union .Veterans guests whose birthdays fall in March.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Morrow are
organ, piano and young people’s
meeting Wednesday ■will have a beano
in
Hancock, called by the death of a
Mrs. Priscilla Sm ith was hostess to Jchorus.
party In the afternoon, with Mrs.
relative.
This
is
also
to
be
“Layman's
Velma Marsh in charge. Mrs. Gladys Fales Circle. Ladies of the G AR., I
Mrs. Eva Rose is ill at the home of
Month" In the happy prayer and
Thomas, Mrs. Elizabeth Barton and Wednesday, with beano in the after
Howard Bramhali, Mountain street.
praise
meeting
on
Tuesday
evenings
Mrs. Alteena Thompson will be in noon. Miss Edith Jackson was win
Mrs. Frank Rossiter entertained the
The women will have charge on the
charge of the 6 oclock supper, and ner. Box lunch supper was served
Twilight Twelve this week.
5th.
the
men
on
the
12th,
and
the
there will be practice for inspection and a business meeting in the eve
Mr. and Mrs. John Clayter are in
ning. The next meeting, in two weeks, young people on the 19th. On the
In the evening.
Reading, Mass., summoned by the
26th
the
meeting
will
be
held
in
the
will be with Mrs. Lora Boynton.
auditorium and a special effort will be critical illness of her mother, Mrs.
James E. Connellan, who was re 
Herman A. and Thelma G. Stanley made by groups who joined the S. F. Brooks.
cently appointed S tate director of the
Mr. and Mrs. A. 8. Prince and Mr.
church on different years to get as
National Emergency Council, is to have bought the Llewellyn Griffin
[ house on James street, and (will re- many of those who joined on their and Mrs. Guy Carver of Lincolnville
have his headquarters over E. C. Mo
Beach left by motor Friday for a short
years present.
ran & Co.’s insurance office, and is 1side there after making alterations
All these services will open a t 7.15. stay in Boston.
and improvements. The property was
busily engaged in the preliminary
Mrs. Clarence Taylor entertains
owned by Milton M. Griffin and was and each service will be made in
work. It is the intention of the Coun
Lend-A-Hand Club next week.
sold through L. W. Benner's real spirational.
cil to so co-ordinate the work th a t
Meeting of Freeman-Herrick Camp
time and money will not be expended estate agency.
The famous pasteurized products Auxiliary will be held Monday eve
in "lost motion.”
•
The Forty and Eight has its regular of Round Top Farm are available at ■ning, with supper a t 6 o'clock.
The Philathea Class met at the
meeting Monday night at 7.30, and any hour. Simply call Rockland
Supt. E. L. Toner is putting forth ! there will be a wreck, with three can 38-W and Pat Lawrence and the JBaptist church parlors last evening
efforts to have as many persons inter didates—Enoch Clark and Willis R Round Top truck will make prompt with Mrs. Ada Dyer and Mrs. Neda
ested in education as possible go to Foster of Thomaston, and Robert Z. delivery of your order from the fresh Faster, hostesses.
Augusta next Thursday for the hear Mooradian. Im portant matters rela daily stock on hand.
8-tf ; Mrs. Eugene Thomas was hostess to
Friday Club this week.
ing of Legislative Document No. 56: tive to the department State conven » * * ♦ ♦ » . ♦ • * * - * - »
•
The next meeting of Friends-InAn act to provide for the allotment tion will be discussed. Buffet lunch *4
The newspaper cannot make ;
of additional funds to the State school will be served.
4 use of announcements of births,
4 Councii will be Tuesday evening at
j marriages and deaths unless j the home of Mrs. Leslie D. Ames. Sea
furtd and to provide for the equaliza
Due to a continued flood of appli j accompanied by the name o f 4 street.
tion of the burden of supporting the
4
Comique theatre attractions: For
foundation program of education. cations, the free motor analysis cam . tlie sender.
Monday and Tuesday. “The Night Is
The session opens a t 1.30 in the House paign will be continued another week
Young," featuring Ramon Novarro;
of Representatives. Mr. Toner will be a t the C. W. Hopkins Garage. The
BORN
glad to provide information if called. wonder machine makes 38 tests to GAMMON—At Warren, Feb. 28, to Mr Wednesday and Thursday. “Rumba,”
and Mrs. Edwtn Gammon, a daughter.
determine the corrections if any need PAYSON—At Warren. March 1. to Mr. with George R aft and Carole Lom
and Mrs. Merrill Payson, a daughter.
bard.
Rehearsals are in progress for the ed to put your m otor in apple pie
ree-act comedy “T he Wise Guy." order. There Is no charge for th e
MARRIED
|be presented a t Pleasant Valley test. Phone 1000-W or drive into the MATSON-REIMER—At Milford. N. H .
W ARREN
Feb, 9, Bruno Eugene Matson and Miss [ Several Grangers from the four
ange March 29, by Pleasant Val- garage.
Helen A. Reimer of Brookline, Mass.
■ Players. In th e cast are Robert
local Granges are attending Knox
irdner. Etta Anderson, Virginia
-D IE D
Pomona today a t South Hope.
St, Susan Spear, Warren Davis,
WALKER—At East Saugus. Mass.. Feb. 18.
Mrs. John Smith Fogg returned
Charles A. Walker, native of Thomas
ank Tibbetts, Raymond Anderson,
Thursday from Biddeford where she
ton. aged 48 years.
osby Ludwig. This hilarious comedy
LISCOMB—At Rockport. Feb. 22. Mrs. had spent several days.
Aroline E. Liscomb, native of Thomas
full of pep, and is sure to please,
ton. aged 92 years. 11 months. 12 days.
Miss Susie Hahn and) Misses Mar
Interment in Thomaston cemetery.
is being directed by Robert Gardjorie
and Kathleen Goffron visited
SMITH—At Hartford. Conn . Feb. 16. Evie
AND
r who needs no introduction in,that
Dushane. widow of Fairfield Smith, na Miss H arriet Hahn in Thomaston
tive of Vinalhavea. Interment in Wor
e. So for an evening of fua set
Thursday afternoon.
cester, Mass.
de the evening of March 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley were
CARD O F T H A N K S
Established 1840
T wish to express my appreciation of the guests Thursday of Mrs. Abbie
Licensed Em balm ers and
kindness shown me by friends and neigh Feyler and Miss Mary Rice at Thom
Our great “Must Have Cash" sale
bors. also by Dr Fogg and nurses of the
Attendants
is being continued with new and even
Knox Hospltol during mv recent Illness. aston.
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
Walter Tolman.
Mrs. Evelyn Robinson and Mrs.
greater value. D on't take our word
South Hope.
•
Emily W . Stevens, A rth ur Andrews
for the marvelous values in this sale
Laura S tarrett passed Thursday with
CARD OF THANKS
Day or Night Telephone
—cofne to the store and see for your
Mrs. Iva McKeljar.
We wish to express our sincere thanks
self what unbelievable bargains may
to
our
neighbors
and
friends
for
their
Eini Ruit-ta. young daughter of Mr.
450
kindness during the illness of our sister;
be had in real Studley Quality Furni
also for the floral offerings, use of cars, and Mrs. Anton uitta of North War
Representatives in a ll large cities
etc.
ture. Studley Furniture Co., Rock
in the United States and Canada
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Cain and son ren. is ill.
land. ... —
25-27
Robert, Miss Etta Caln. Eddie Cain.
Miss Ida Stevens and Mrs. May
AM BULANCE
Rockport.
♦
dkes were Joint hostesses Thursday
Service is in s ta n tly available.
at an pll day meeting of Utpbrella
IN MEMORIAM
Experienced attendants on duty.
1335
1855
In lc-lng memory of Lewis A. Turner
Club held at the home oi .^Irs .Rokcs
190^—1928
Day and N ight Telephone
A dinner of baked beans and all that
E. A. GL1DDEN & CO.
You are not forgotten, Lewie,
goes with, them was served a t noon.
Nor will you ever be.
450
W aldoboro, Me.
As long as life and memory |ast
Mrs. Henry Batchelder won in the
122Stf
361 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
We shall remember thee.
20-tf
Ever missed by FAlHer, 'Mother, Brother name contest which was a feature
Artistic M emorials in Stone

B U R PE E ’S
Funeral Service

Funeral P arlors

and Sister.

Somerv|iie, March 1.

of the very pleasapt day.

Many a man has cried in his
distress as did Saul. “Lord, what
wilt thou have me to do?” But
not often does the Lord answer
directly, "Arise and it shall be
told thee what thou must do.”
I t is easier to be commissioned
than to retain faith when you
know not the way. They led him
into Damascus and for three days
he wa3 without sight, food or
drink. In this city dwelt Ananias.
In a dream the (Lord called out,
“Ananias!" and he answered “Be
hold I am here.” And as he said
to S£ul he said to Ananias, "Arise,
go into the street called Straight,
enquire at the home of Judas for
Saul of Tarsus; for behold he
prayeth and hath a vision cf you.
Ananias, putting your hand on
him th a t he might receive his
sight.” But Ananias objected. I
have heard of this man, th e evil
he has done to thy saints, and
even now he hath papers from the
chief priests to bind all who call
upon thy name.”
B ut the Lord said, go, "for he
is a chosen vessel unto me to bear
my name before the Gentiles and
kings and the children of Israel;
for I will show him how great
things he must suffer for my name
sake."
When God calls a man to a
great place it is never by an easy
road but through suffering, hu
miliation and the valley of
shadows. Saul to be told. Ananias
to be imperiled, but God's purpose
to be fulfilled and the Gentile
world to be saved.
“Behold I am here, Lord."
William A. Holman.
At First Church of Christ, Scien
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
streets. Sunday services are at 10.30
and the subject of the Lesion-Ser
mon tomorrow will be “Christ Jesus.”
Sunday School is at 11.45. Wednes
day evening testimony meeting is at
7.30. The reading room is located
a t 400 Main street and is open week
days from 2 until 5 p. m.
• • • *
At
Rockland
Congregational
Church,Rev. C.H. Olds, pastor, public
worship will be assisted by the mixed
quartet at 10.30. As a sequel to last
Sunday's sermon. Mr. Olds will use
for his subject "The Challenge of the
Church." At the close of the service
all adults, both men and women, are
requested to meet for a brief discus
sion about organizing a modern adult
study class in systematic religious be
lief. The Comrades of the Way arc
to be guests of the Camden Chapter
of the Comrades, at the Camden Con
gregational Church on Sunday eve
ning. The annual meeting cf the
church society will be held on Tues
day evening at the church.
• • • •
The Sunday services at tne P ratt
Memorial Methodist Church will b e
gin with a Men's Bible Class session
a t 9:30 in the vestry. At 10:30 the
pastor, Rev. Charles E. Brooks, will
give a brief communion meditation
and administer the sacrament of the
Lord's Supper. The vested choir
under the direction of Mrs. Kathleen
Marston will render the anthems “I
Will Dwell In The House Of The
Lord”, Eville, with incidental solos
by Mrs. Thelma Stanley and Carl
Work and "The Home Land,” Hine
with incidental solos by Mrs. Ruth
Hoch and Mrs. Marston, Leonard M.
Dearden will preside a t the organ.
Church school will be held a t 12 noon
and the Epworth League will meet at
6:15 p.m. Evening worship of song
and sermon comes a t 7:15 when the
pastor's topic will be "The Prodigal
Son of the Old Testament”. Prayer
meeting on Tuesday evening a t 7:15
If you have no other church home
come and enjoy the welcome of this.
• • • •
Rev. John L. Quigg, pastor of the
Littlefield Memorial Church, will use
for his morning subject. “Dried
Books” and he will also have a scrmonette for the children. The choir
will furnish the special music. The
Sunday school is a t 11.45 where we
are striving for the 175 mark. The
Crusaders will meet at 3, the In ter
mediate Endeavor at 5.15 led) by Lucy
Munro and the Senior Endeavor at
6 15 led by Mho Daisy Gray. At 7.15
there is a gospel service, the subject
being, “A Compassionate Christ."
There will be a service of this kind
every Sunday evening during this
m onth leading up to the coming of

“ T here’s Som ething” a b o u t your Suit or D ress a fter it is clean ed
an d P ressed at

“LAMB’S”
“It’s R em ark ably Clean an d F resh and has that lo o k and feel of
A p p ealin g N ew n ess”
W e are con tinu in g these S pecial P rices for another w eek on our
f

j

“ Q uality C leaning”

S u its

D resses

C o a ts

98c 83c
If you are not in the habit o f having your cleaning done here, try a Suit or a
Dress at these low prices. Y ou will be surprised at the noticeable cleanliness o f
your garment.
Phone 6 9 for driver to call for at least one Garment T o d a y !

“LAMB’S”
CLEANING, DYEING, PRESSING
ROCKLAND, M AINE

firit of April. Communion will be
served a t the close of th e service.
Abbie Sanderson Guild will meet with
Miss Daisy Gray Monday evening.
Praise and prayer meeting Tuesday
at 7.30. The conte-1 with th e Island
Falls Church is on. There was a
slight increase in attendance last
week and all are looking for a larger
one this week. Ladies’ Aid will meet
Wednesday evening with Mrs. Pris
cilla Richardon, 22 Rock’.and street.

Housekeepers for next Thursday w ill1
be Mrs. Elura Hamlin. Mrs. Grace
H IL I
Hamlin, Mrs. Grace Colsoni, and
Mrs. Mabel Richardson.
9a • *
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal).
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv- j » » » » » Z Z « ( « < « «
iqes for tomorrow will be appropriate j
for Quinquagesima Sunday: Holy [
O F D IS T IN C T IO N
Communion at 7.30; church school at
< « « «
9.30; choral Eucharist and serm on!
10.30; vespers a t 7.30.
'

MONUMENTS

Mrs. Adah Roberts will be chair
"How to Remember" is the subject
man for the public supper the Ameri NOW . . . Ls not too early to cor
of the sermon at the F irst Baptist
can Legion Auxiliary is serving to
Church Sunday morning. 'The
sider a monument for Memorial Da
night a t Legion hall.
earth is the Lord's, Eyer, and "There
—Butting it off last year meant dii
is a Holy City," Shelly, will be the
choir numbers.
“F aieh o o d Un
appointment to many families—Ca
masked” will be the lessen discussed
The grippe germ is an elusive and
in the claasees for men. women, boys, cowardly imp. I t sneaks into one's a Dornan (Representative NOW.
girls during the church school hour house like a burglar, uninvited and
opening a t r.oon. The Endeavorcrs’ unobserved—a pestilence indeed, that
Inspiration Hour will open at 6 walketh in darkness. I t hides away,
o'clock with the topic, "The Insight first in one corner and then another.
of Jesus." This is a good place to On being driven from one spot, it
spend' an hour. The people's in secretes itself elsewhere—an imp that
formal evening service wil lopen at m ust be watched.
7.15 with' the prelude and big sing
Whence comes this imp? Cpl Lind
TUOMASTON /<<„., [AST UMOS
assisted by the organ, piano and bergh suggests perhaps the right an
young people's chorus. The chorus 1swer when he announced that disease Z W f l I K I D E
M W G
T H O M A /T O N 1 8 5 - 4
will sing. “Songs and sunshine," by germs are carried upon the upper
Grimes. Miss Gladys G ran t will sing, layers of atmosphere. This means
"Hold Thou my hand," Brigg,. This th a t when nations and peoples upon those who choose war instei
is to be observed as “Adult Class slaughter one another in vast num peace, and who fail their fellow
Night" with all the classes of this bers, when floods and famine lay in humanitarian relief.
Thus grippe germ has been
group present as guests. Mr. Mac waste millions, germs from these in
Donald's subject will be "A Full- fected areas are lifted and swept over active in North Haven the past
[ftev.l Henry F. Hi
Sized Looking Glass.” T he men's the earth to take their judgment weeks.
20 minute prayer meeting will be
held in the vestry Tuesday a t noon.
The happy prayer and praise meeting
will open at 7.15 Tuesday evening.
March is to be observed as layman's
month in the prayer meetings. The
women will have charge of the first
meeting. This church extends the
glad hand to oil.
• • • •
Rev. John Smith Lowe, D. D. at the
Universalist Church a t 10.45 will have
This annual catalog—a welcome visitor in thousands of New
as the topic of his sermon “A New
England homes every year— is more than a catalog! It offers sug
Appreciation . of Jesus.”
Church
gestions W HEN— W H E R E — W IIY and H O W concerning
school will meet a t noon, also Mrs
Glover's women's class a t her home
and Y.P.C.U. at 5, with Dr. Lowe^lving a story. The week's activities in
clude circle supper at 6, Wednesday,
also the newly formed Bible Class of
young women; Thursday a t 7.45 in
the vestry Dr. Lowe opens his mid
week Lenten services based on the
You will find it interesting reading—one of the most useful
general theme of “The Christian Way
books you ran have in the house.—You will have occasion to refer
of Life?” The public is invited.
to it frequently to your pocketbook advantage.
• • •» •
Edwin Libbv Relief Corps met for
W RITE or CALI, for Your FREE C O P Y TODAY!
Etta. Covel and Mrs. Flora Ulmer were
in charge of cirri* supper. It was
F A R M , DA IR Y a n d
POULTRY k U P P l i f U ~ S tE O j
voted to hold a public card party
Tuesday evening with Mrs. Millie
(Thomas, Mrs. Velma Marsh. Mrs.
Riah Knight and Mrs. Doris Ames
r C D C R A t a n d T F M P L L STS.,
PO RTLA ND
M A IN E
in charge. After business beano was
th e Taylor brcthefc. ev^ngelists. t{ie played and a
enjoyed.
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C A SC A D E BOW LERS

COURIER-GAZETTE CR O SS-W O R D PUZZLE

Eats and Cartoons Furnish
Merry Evening For the
Island Bowlers
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At about 6.30 p. m. Wednesday night
w
pedestrians traveling the town high- j
i5 lb
17
18
13 m
way in the vicinity of Captain David
20
21
19
Kent's restaurant heard strange
W
W
sounds th a t resembled the sound of ’
zM
W 23 0
25 ; W
21
some liquid substance running down 1
tsu
O
O
a drain pipe alternating with other |
30
31
27
2£
19
sounds like a steam boiler blowing off
w
These were followed by a queer pop
33
32
ping noise th a t reminded them some
what of popping corn, the whole be- J
3M 35
3b
37 38
ing interspersed with much loud talk
W
and louder laughter. The alarm of
MO
M ighty, massive, gigantic and big— these and many more terms of greatness have been applied Hannon’s
39
i s 41
these good citizens quickly subsided Elephants, one of the 20 feature attractions th a t w ill grace the Shrine Circus, coming to the Lewiston Armory,
w
w
when it was discovered th at It was j the week of March 11. under the auspices of Kora Temple. They dance, count, w ith their big feet tolling off n um 
45
M3 W m4
Ml
only the IB. M. bowling teams con- i bers and do a number of astonishing feats. The kiddies will enjoy the antics of the Jumbo performers as well as
W
suming th a t long anticipated "feed" the youngsters of a more advanced age. Besides the big cirrus, six lucky persons will be the recipients of new
m4
4b
97 W 48
*o
!
and that the strange popping was but
1935 sedans, the gift of the Shriners.
W
the sound of the buttons as they let I
o
56
52 53
51
S
B
i
go under th e internal strain.
E
A
S
T
B
O
O
T
H
B
A
Y
NO RTH HAVEN
During th e progress of the meal, a
ENGLAND M AY MAKE
59
1 55
presentation was made by Postmaster
The Monday Club met this week
Mrs. W D. Paton and Mrs. W. J.
DIVORCE
DIFFICULT
O. V. Drew of three striking cartoons ’
with Mrs. Everett Barlow.
Moore, formerly of this town, now
Cloud* add much to the beauty of the iky. Include them In every p icture.
drawn from life by that gifted local
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
It’* easy to do.
of
Cheshire.
Conn.,
were
in
Rockland
The Ladies Aid held an all day
Judge* A ct to Stop M anufac
9-Break suddenly
artist Sidney Winslow, representing*
1-To bind by promise 42-M iheral spring
Wednesday to visit their au n t Mns.
session Wednesday a t the home of
P seems that too often we forget chromatic film will respond to both
44- Acid in the juice of 10-Reclaim s
6-Sm aller
three members of the Ganders as they j
tured Evidence.
apple*
14-Military assistant
Elizabeth Gillis who is ill a t the home
11- Apartment
all about the fleecy white clouds, green and red light AU these films
Mrs.
John
Seavey.
appear in action on the alleys. Leon I
45- Sorrowful
16-Part of the eye
12- Persia
which add so much to the attrac will, therefore, show up the clouds
of Mrs. A. B. Cooper. Miss Alice
London.—Divorce may be harder
Sanborn, Scottie Littlefield and the
Vinal Foss. Keeper of Manana Fog
46- Range of mountains 18-The skin
13- Shower
tiveness and beauty of a snapshot against th e sky if used with a yel
~Goose himself
.7 Z were
ZZ..Z
_iZZZ Zf
Webster of Bridgeport. Conn., visited to obtain In Britain In the near fu
23-Exploded
in W. China
15-A
peg
the
objects
of
8
Signal
Station,
recently
visited
with
low
filter.
The average amateur will put forth
ture.
25-Long grass stem s
..
.. ..
.
j ,u
with Mrs. Gillis last week,
48- Wild (Spot.)
17-Give
notice
of
the artistic endeavor and they all
From tim e to time you have per
great effort to secure sharpness,
28- Sailor (colloq.)
Plan* are being prepared to put Mr. and Mrs. Robert Barlow attend
49- Altar end of a
danger
joined in on the merry chorus of The Kickapoo. with Capt. Kent j a stop to what Is called “hotel evi ing the Masonic meeting in the even
contrast and good composition in haps heard of “filter factors”. Here’*
29- Crimson
church
19—It it (contr.)
laughter th a t the cartoons provoked. [aboard, steamed Monday into the i dence.”
his ground subject and then com what it means. Since the filter cuts
30- Guided
50- Member of a race
23- Fatigued
ing.
31- The whole
pletely overlook the possibilities of out some of the light which would
who founded the
21- A pastry
The guests were “Dick" Poole, who Thoroughfare from the west. It
The authorities say that there
33- Ease
Junior Bridge Club held its meet
otherwise affect the film, a longer
Median Kingdom
beautiful cloud effects.
22- Suffix used to form
has scored most of the matches; and cleared the western channel of ice and are too many “arranged” divorces,
34- Sewed loosely
52-Trailing plant
past tense
One thing that really adds to the exposure m ust be given. The amount
ing
Wednesday
evening
with
Mrs.
substitute “Uncle" Harry Young, who also the area near the wharf. A t ; In which the husband “acta the gen
35- A serpent (pi.)
54- Forsake
24- Clear of
Interest In a landscape picture is by which the exposure must be in
CarroG Campbell.
36- Worm eating
55- Regard
26- Point of compass
has been used 'by both sides impar- night, with a Coast Guard boat along-1 tleman" and manufacture* evidence •
clouds. Suppose we are taking such creased is known as the “factor” of
by staying one night in a hotel with
mammal
(abbr.)
Charles
Adelbert
Van
Horn
and
VERTICAL
tially,
when
some
regular
player
was
side,
it
anchored
in
the
Thoroughfare,
a picture and use a film which re the filter. I t is noted by the number
37- Epochs
an unknown woman and then sends
27- Withdrawa from
sponds only to ultra-violet, violet, of times the exposure mast be in
unable to be on hand. W hen the i and the two boats lighted made a the bill to hl* wife so that she may Freeman Van Horn visited friends
38- Reclaim
1- Luggage carrier
active aervice
end blue light. We should not be creased when using a color filter,
2- Goddesa of discord 40-Sign denoting an
saturation point (which varied from ' beautiful sight in the field of ice and have the necessary circumstantial in Bath last week.
30-Guidea
able to distinguish between the as compared with the exposure with
om ission
(Gr. Myth.)
32- Greek god of war
half a bowl of stew in Bruce Grindle’s ! snow. With the North Haven follow-1 evidence of adultery—the only
A meeting of Junior Gu.ld was
43-D4 recta
clouds and sky if we give enough out one.
3- A title (Sp.)
33- Stagger
case to four and one-half bowls and ing in her wake the Kickapoo went 1 grounds on which a divorce Is grant held Monday evening at the home
45-Germarw rear-admiral
4 - Depart
exposure to show detail in the land
The deeper the yellow color in
34- Revealed
three pieces of pie in Capt. Leon east Tuesday morning, returned in ed in England at present.
(World War)
5- Country governed by
of Mrs. Malcolm Brewer.
36-Officiou* person
scape. This is because the light from, the filter the more violet and blue
Some Judges have attempted to
47-Born
an emperor (pi.)
39- Becauae
Arev's case) had been reached, all the afternoon and made a trip to I
the blue sky and the white clouds is it removes, or “holds back”. The
There has been fine coasting here,
frustrate this type of collusion by
49-An insect
6- Aligned
40- A military title
hands adjourned to the Cascade I Rockland.
very rich in light rays to which the greater the “factor” the more the
demanding the name of the co-re enjoyed by young and old.
7 - Comparative suffix 51-Doctor (abbr.)
(abbr.)
film responds.
exposure must be increased.
53-Exista
Alleys where the regular Wednesday
Mr. ancj Mrs. will Gregory are visit- spondent Others have threatened
8- Carpenter’s tool
Ellsworth Leeman is absent from | 41- Mutical note
Although clouds and blue sky are As you will no doubt surmise,
night battle on the alleys was begun. ing
son jjarland Gregory for to disregard “hotel evidence” alto
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
both rich in ultra-violet, violet and there are various types of filters
his
duties
as
clerk
owing
to
an
e
y
e
'
From th e first it was evident that two weeks.
gether. Neither method has proved
blue, there is a marked difference and each type has its limitations.
Injury.
practical.
certain
players
were
laboring
under
SOUTH UNION
between the two. The lights from In choosing a filter yon m ust make
John
Crockett
visitor in |
Now the authorities visualize
Mr. and Mrs. David May of Boothseme
strange
and
fatal
handicap,
and
;
John
CroeKett
uas
a
the clouds, being white, actually your own decision based on your
it was not until the match was nearly; ^ k i a n d Tuesday, returning the fol- some plan whereby the unspported bay Harbor were recent callers a t the ! The children of the lower grades'
contain, however, a lot of green and general requirements.
evidence of hotel witnesses—such home of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Gray. are enjoying a vacation.
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AIRSTREAM NOW DE SOTO TW IN

It takes a couple of youngsters in ly he was able to free the tires and
a modern roadster to prove that g it under way, but in arriving at this
answer to the problem he certa.nly
clutch control doesn’t always work.
did not favor the clutch. It would
Leakage May Delay Start
have been better had he first released
Among the lesser known but ocm- the brakes and tried pushing the car
mon enough causes of starting fail to free the wheels.
ure in winter is leakage of anti
freeze around the connection of the
hot water heater pipe at the piping
from the motor to the radiator. Anti
freeze th at works cut a t this, point
naturally is fanned back over the
motor. This not only collects on tops
of the spark plugs but gradually
works down to the points of any that
are not tight. With such an accumu
lation the motor will not start when
cranking speed ar.d ignition are not
up to maximum efficiency.
Culled From New Models

Even the man who knows that he
cannot afford a new car for 1936 is
doing himself an injustice by not
becoming familiar with the latest the
market has to offer. Only by having
a more intimate acquaintance with
the detailed improvements is he able
to cun ideas which he can apply
profitably to his presant equipment.
A perfect example is the new de
velopment in compression where
rat.os have been moved up considera
bly simply becau-.e of improvements
in cooling. Any old timer knows
that as his engine became hotter it
knocked more. To check the deto
nation from unusually high compres
sion some engineers hit upon the idea
of designing an engine with excep
tionally good cooling. This has been
done in different ways, but generally
through directing a stream of cooler
water toward the exhause valve seats
and toward the rear cylinders. Such
changes cannot easily be made In
older cars but owners can take the
tip to see that the cooling system is
kept in the piost efficient condition
One of the latest revelcpments tn
clutches ought to be a warning to
owners or powerful, speedy cars
manufactured during the past few
years. By using special fly-weights
that swing out as clutch speed in
creases the uplates take a firmer
grip. By this arrangement the
amount of pressure needed to release
the clutch is lessened while at the
same time there is less possibility of
slippage a t higher speeds. If your
present car has an easy acting clutch
every effort should be made to favor
it and to keep it in such good con
dition that it It can be counted on to
hold firmly at higher speeds, espe
cially on hills.
Mechanic Joe Speaking

"So many changes have been made
in the 1935 cars it is short-sighted
policy to assume that familiarity
with former models makes It unnec
essary to b a rn more about the new
job at the service station. Some of
the latest cars carry entirely differ
ent front end;, braking systems and
transmissions.
"One of our customers has been
spraying oil all over the front springs
on the theory that this would make
the car ride easier. Of course he's
just making matters complcated
because the springs are fitted with
special in erts th at do the lubrica
tion job accurately. I can't begin to
tell you how many owners are using
the wrong grade of lubricant in their
new motors. Another customer has
been going along without having the
fan bearing greased—just because ne
still' thinks the car is equipped with
an oil-less bushing as in the case of
the previous model.”

T'de recently announced Airstream De Soto is now a companion car to the Airflo.v. The smart new Airstream looks big and is big —having a wheelbase of 116
inches. Some idea of its flowing lines may be gained from the picture above. The
Airstream is powered by a 93 horsepower advaneed six cylinder motor.

Tells If Clntdh Slips

If there is any suspicion that the
clutch is slipping try the simp.e test
of pulling up on the hand brake and
engaging the clutch while the motor
is running and the car is in gear. An
efficient clutch will stall the motor
instantly.
Idlin g Help To B rake;

It should be apparent that lowered
engine efficiency will lessen the
rapidity a t which the booster cylin
der of the vacuum as-ister braking
system is exhaused. If the biakes
are used frequently as in descending
a lull and the motor is run fast
there will be too little intake
suction to keep the booster working
efficiently. Idling is as effective in
keeping modern brakes working at
their b^st as it is in speeding up the
windshield wiper. Many large trucks
and busses carry an extra reserve
vacuum tank to take care of down
hill braking when driving conditions
reduce intake suction.

Smarter and more luxurious than ever, the Airflow De Soto for 1935 has a new
front end. The radiator has been completely re-styled, roune'ej and lengthened.
These changes give the car an added beauty of line. The 1935 Airflow De Soto
engine develops 100 horsepower.

with a loose connection in the starter
metor. Whenever the motor is under
a heavy load the tendency is for the
wires of any loose connection to
separate as far as they can. You will
probably find the loose connection at
one of the brushes.
Q. Does it do any harm to con
nect a booster or charger to the bat
tery without disconnecting the bat
tery connections? I have used a
Gears Delay the Start
charger for a number of yeans, but
Much difficulty in starting the mo have always disconnected the termi
tor in cold weather is due to failure nals from the battery. R. E.
to change the transmission grease I A. I t is not necessary to disconnect
to a much lighter grade. When the the battery terminals. Be sure to
driver forgets to depress the dutch, look a t the ammeter when switching
in cranking, the starter motor then off the motor at night to make sure
has to crank the gears as well as the the relay or cut-out points have not
stuck shut.
engine.
Q. When the motor is cold pres
Three Foints On Braking
sure is high but as it warms up the
With an interconnected hand and pressure drops to a very low point.
foot brake you can set the hand lever ‘ Have tightened the bearings and put
further back by pressing on the brake j a new spring behind the plunger of
pedal as you pull on the former To the pressure regulator. The oil filter
help release the hand brake press on 1has also been renewed. A. H.
the brake pedal.
A. Probably the pump needs to be
Where it is impossible to secure replaced. Be sure to replace both
equalization of the front brakes, uue the gears and the pump body.
to some fault in design, try one fac
tory trick of using a narrower brake
FR IEN D SH IP
shoe on the side which is pulling.
Miss Ethel Stebbins is confined to
After speeding uphill allow the car
the
house with a severe cold.
to run with the throttle closed before
Rev and Mrs. A. E. Libby were re
starting on the downgrade, if the car
cent dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
is equipped with a booster. This
Albion Wotton.
gives assurance that the cylinder of
The Ladies’ Aid will serve a dinner
the as.ister is fully exhausted and
town meeting day at the Methodist
ready for work.
vestry.
W h a t Owners Arc Asking:
Mr. and Mrs. Albion Wotton and
Q. Whenever the weather is son Luther and daughter Mabel
severely cold I cannot start the were visitors Sunday at the home of
motor of my car. I do not think Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wotton in Wal
this is due to the oil or to the electri doboro.
cal system because when such failure
Rev. A. E. Libby is driving a new
occurs the starter-motor simply does Ford coach.
not operate. I have tested the car
Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Lawry and
to make sure that the trouble is not Mrs Ella Cook were Rockland visitors
due to the starter gears jammed. Monday and the following day Mrs
K M.
Clayton Oliver and son Llewellyn
A. This looks like a case of trouble and Chester Brown, were in the city.

S L O W -M O T IO N
PRO VES

PL E A S A N T PO IN T
Miss Gladys Seavey of Portland is
spending a few days with her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo T. Seavey.
Raybert Stevens is recovering from
a severe cut on his foot received while
cutting wood.
Amasa Maloney was visiting here
recently.
William Maloney is in ill health.
Richard Davis was recently in
Friendship to view his boat which is
under construction by Scott Carter.
Mrs. Olive Seavey entertained the
Mending Club last week.
Miss Anna Seavey is visiting with
Miss Mina Woodcock a t Cushing.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Morse of
Thomaston were a t their house here
last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Young and son
Frederick and Mr. and Mrs George
Cook of Friendship were callers Sun
day on friends in this community.
Mr and Mrs. W alter D. Young, son
William, and Mr. and Mrs. Forest
Young and daughter Carlene of
Thomaston were visitors Sunday at
the home of their parents Mr. and
Mrs. Walter A. Young.
Mrs. Katheryn Maloney was great
ly surprised Tuesday evening when
several friends, laden with cake,
sandwiches and other edibles, arrived
to celebrate with a party Games
were played and a joyous occasion it
proved to be. Those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Olson and daughter
Patricia. Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Marshall. Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Seavey
and son William. Mrs. Fannie Davis.
Miss Evelyn Stevens, Lester Delano.
Eli Maloney. Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Maloney and daughter Marilyn.
Clarence Walls while delivering
milk Friday was inconvenienced by
his truck breaking down but Irving
Fales graciously continued the route.

1 Page Five

SO U T H W ALDOBORO
Mr. an d Mrs. Eben Buker of Rich
mond were weekend guests at G. A.
Palmer’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jameson and
two sons of East Friendship were
visitors Sunday at George T. Palmer’s.
Mrs. E d n a Wheeler of Troy Is visit
ing Mrs. Nellie Wallace.
Mrs. Lydia Morse of North Waldo
boro was h ere last week in the inter
est of th e Grange.
Mr. a n d Mrs. Willis Besse were
Friendship visitors Sunday.
The young people are enjoying the
good sliding.
Mrs. Edward Genthner was called
to the village Sunday by the illness of
her mother.
Mr. a n d Mrs. Hollis Pitcher have j
arrived from Boston and are a t their
farm here.
Mrs. S eren a Winchenbach and Mrs. j
Doris Smalley recently entertained
the Methodist Ladies’ Aid and gave
Mrs. Elden Cook a miscellaneous
shower. Mrs. Reginald Monahan and '
daughter, Mrs. Joseph Studley and
two children and Mrs Edna Wheeler
were out of town guests. The Aid
will meet March 7 with Mrs. George
T. Palmer.
T E N A N T ’S H A R B O R

J. William Gillis is spending a few
weeks w ith relatives and friends in
Winthrop. Mass.
,
Mrs. Elizabeth Torrey Is some
what improved in health.
Miss M uriel Proctor is a patient at
the C entral Maine Sanitarium in
Fairfield where she may be addressed

How U.S. Army ,Tes s Dodge Truck Brakes

A feature in the execution of an order for
5,000 army trucks awarded to Dodge Broth
ers Corporation by the government is a series
of rigid arm y-service tests; in one of these
the trucks are made to run up and down
by those des.iing to remember her
with cards.
Mrs Perley Miller was leader at
the prayer meeting Wednesday night,
and Mi s Harriet Long at the previous assembly. The meetings are

45 % gradients built of timber. The trial con
ditions also provide that the brakes must hold
a fully equipped and loaded truck on the in
cline, and bring the vehicle going 20 miles an
hour to a stop within 25 feet.

having a good' attendance and are home Saturday from a months visit
proving interesting and helpiul. The »in Boston, where she was registered
co-operation and support of former j at the Brunswick Hotel while her
pastor and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Miller,' son Austin was discharging a cargo
j s since ely appreciated,
1in port. While in the city she called
j Mrs. Clarence (Freeman returned on several relatives and1 friends.

Carload Sale of Glenwood Ranges
Here is the m ost astounding low price terms and “Trade In” offer ever made for a “brand new ”

GLENWOOD RANGE

A big solid carload of G lenw ood Ranges has been shipped us by the G lenw ood Foundry. Eighty beautiful new,
shining ranges with elevated shelves and the latest improvements. NOW READ TH IS!

$ 0 /^ 0 0
X .1 /

A llo w a n c e F o r Y o u r O L D R A N G E
N o matter how poor its condition, we will take it towards
any one o f these handsom e new ranges in this sale

It's not good for a newspaper man
to have much money. All I need is
$8000 or $9000 a year —Gene Fowler.

C A M E R A

A IR F L O W

W O R T H

W in ter Risk A t Sundawn

At sundown in winter there is more
than the danger of dusk to disturb
the tranquility of the automobile
driver. Especially dangerous is the
add-d risk from sudden freezing of
slush, slime or just small patches cf
water on the street paving. One
moment the wet paving gives suf
ficient traction for a reasonably
prompt stop; a lew minutes later the
whee'6 slide and the car becomes un
manageable. Watch these unher
alded dangers that lurk in the win
ter sunset. They may mean a collk-ion or a fatality.

A C H R Y S L E R A IR F L O W . . . . N O TU R B U L E N C E
A very practical dem onstration of th e manner in
behind the car w ithout turbulence or vacuum effect.
w h ich th e Airflow design elim inates “ w in d -d rag” or
It is th is absence of air disturbance th a t helps to give
th e Airflow car its exceptionally high gasoline m ile
su ction , one of the biggest factors in w astin g power
age, as proved by a transcontinental run from Los
and fuel in a car of ordinary design, features a motion
A ngeles to N ew York ip which an Im perial Coupe
p icture prepared b y Chrysler for its dealers. This
p icture show s in slow -m otion how a colum n of smoke
averaged 18.1 m iles to the gallon. I t also w as a factor
in tention ally generated in the engine and sent out
in th e speed run conducted on th e U ta h sa lt beds last
sum m er in which the Imperial C ou p e created 7 2
through th e exhaust flows sm oothly a w a y from the
A.
A. A. C on test Board closed stock car speed records.
con tour of th e Airflow car. The air currents meet

M ay Damage The Clutch

When he tried to get started the
other evening a friend of mine
stalled his engine several times be
fore he discovered that- the tires had
frozen to the snowy road. By giv
ing the motor more gas and by en
gaging the clutch a little more quick
F IR 8 T CLASS

TRUCKING SERVICE
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
FOSTER’S TRANSFER

W . R. FOSTER, Prop.
TeL Thomaaton 139-S Rev. Chg.

If you need a new range don’t miss thia sale.
Remember it’s for just eighty. Terms Easily Arranged.

EXCESSIVE T U R B U L E N C E W IT H C O N V E N T IO N A L R EA R E N D
Follow ing the slow -m otion dem onstration of the
effect of an Airflow car on air currents, this sam t
ear is converted into an approximation of one hav
ing a c o n v e n t io n a l rear end by raising a hinged
backboard so th at the rear end contour is practicatty vertical aa in a convential Sedan body. When

th is is done, th e sm oke is highly tu rb u len t, follow
ing th e car in a manner to prove th e high suction
created.
It is evid en t that in overcom in g thia air
turbulence, w in d -d *rag or w hatever on e chooses to
call it, the car of conventional design m u st consum e

a lot ol power.

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
3 6 1 M AIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-Day
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I
STATE OF MAINE
MARYLAND INSURANCE COMPANY
80 Malden Lane, New York, N. Y.
Williams-Brazier t ost and Aux
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1934
STATE OF MAINE
iliary are arranging for a pleasant
To all persons Interested In either of Stocks and Bonds ................. $2,097,935 00
Cash
In
Office
and Bank ...... 184.711 73
the estates hereinafter named:
The following committees will give
evening next Wednesday. I t will be
(By the Pupils)
At a -prooate
Probate Court
,
A
t
court held
newt at Rockland.
nocxiana. Agents' Balances ..................... 138.080 33 public hearings ln their rooms at the
A
temperance
program
of
sto
ries,
ln
and
fO
r
county
of
Knox,
on
the
Bills Receivable ......................
36 49
inaugurated with a nice supper at
.......
16.867 90 State House. Augusta
and poems will be presented bv a 19th d»V of February in the year of our I Interest and Rents
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6, 1935
6.30. and will be followed by an en
Lord one thousand nine hundred an d 1
WAYS AND BIDGES—2 P M —On
A
financial
report
of
the
recent
I
group
of
Junior
High
School
pupils
thirty-five and by adjournment from day ' dross Assets .......... .......
$2,432,261 45 the
following
bills: H. P. 747—L. D.
tertainment. F. A. Winslow of Rock
to day from the 19th day of said Deduct Items not admitted....
5.802 70 271. Resolve Appropriating
Money for
Kippy Karnival shows these receipts: , in the high school auditorium at 7.30 February the following matters having
land will be guest speaker, telling of
the
Construction
of Terminals and Ap
been presented for the action thereupon Admitted ............................... $2,426,458 75 proaches of a Ferry
Freshmen
$94.12.
sophomores
$46
58
P
m
,
Thursday
March
7.
The
across
Penobscot
the part Knox County plaved in the
hereinafter indicated It Is hereby Or
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1934
Bay S P. 160—L D. 89. an Act to Create
juniors $36.68. and seniors $40.32. speakers will b? Eleanor Mattatall, dered :
Net Unpaid Losses .................... $4401802 and Allocate a General Highway Fund
World War, with special reference to
That notice thereof be given to all
The ball netted $5732 and the junior Jean C’.ukev. Angelina D'Agostino, persons Interested, by causing a copy of Unearned Premiums ................ 344577 90 for State Roads, State Aid and Third
residents cf this section.
All other Liabilities ...............
43.880 00
Highway Construction. S. P. 202—
this order to be published three weeks Cash Capital ........................... 1.000.000 00 Class
play,
"I
Like
Your
Nerve."
$152.40
Lillian
Pendleton.
Laura
Pomeroy,
L. D. 150. an Act to provide for further
Tire J. B Pearson & Co. factory will
successively ln The Courier-Gazette, a Surplus over all Liabilities .... 993.982 83 Issuance of State Bonds for Highway
General expenses were $34.49, leaving and Jeannette Gordon. The Junior newspaper published at Rockland in said
Construction. S P. 442—L. D 477. Re
start coerations Monday. Two press
County that they may appear at a Pro Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,426,458 75 solve Proposing an Amendment to the I
a balance of $393 53. an amount very High Orchestra and the Glee Club bat^Cotm*
to'b?
bate Court.to
be held
held aTSud
at said R^ckiandi
Rockland
ing machines have been installed and
24-8-30 I Constitution to provide for an Additional
gratifying to all concerned.
.will furnish several musical numbers* on the 19th day of March A D 1935. at
Itaue of Highway and Bridge Bonds. H.
two machines to cut pockets have
nine o'clock ln the forenoon, and be
P 1287—L D. 604. an Act Changing the.<
FEDERAL MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
- • • Members of the W.C.T.U.. parents and heard thereon If they see cause.
State Highway Commission to a full
260 Tremont Street, Boston. Mass
been received. A new oil heater is in
time One Man Commission.
27-28
All boys' basketball equipment has all friends of temperance are corAUSTIN
A
GARDNER,
late
of
Rock
ASSETS
DEC.
31,
1934
use and new equipment is being fre
land. deceased. Will and Petition for Stocks and Bonds ................... $583,547 24
been turned in to Coach Durrell. end- dially invited.
FRIDAY, MARCH 8, 1935
quently added. The company and
Probate thereof, asking that the same i
in office and Bank
100 249 00
may be proved and allowed and that | Cash ln omce ana “ anK ...... 1U
<J7?7 “V
AND SHORE FISHERIES—1J0
lng the 1934-1935 season.
• • • •
74.612
94 P SEA
town hope to be mutually benefitted
Letters Testamentary issue to Nina Agents Balances ...............
M —H. P 1281. 1, D 502. An Act re
" " " *
Margaret Pendleton has been school Gardner of Rockland, she being the Interest and Rents .............. 10.164 20 lating to Taking of Soft Shelled Clams.
by this business.
3.045 48 H. P. 1283. L D 504. An Act relating to
Executrix named In said Will, without All other Assets .....................
The High School Orchestra, con- stenographer thls wcek
for Selling Clarfls H P. 1284.
bond
Edwin Young, a p atien t a t Knox
Gross Assets ........................ $741,618 86 Licenses
ducted by Mr. Libby, and the Girls'
• • • .
D 505. An Act regulating the Buy
4.273 00 L.
GEORGE H BROWN, late of St Items not admitted ...............
Hospital, has improved as the result
ing.
Selling
and Transporting of Clams.
Glee Club, directed by Mrs. Rogers.
Bowdoin College is offering to George, deceased. Will and Petition for
P 1079. L. D. 322. An Act to regu
of drainage tubes inserted in his leg.
Admitted ............................. $737,345 86 H
Probate thereof, asking that the same
late the Shipment of Clams Outside the
entertained the Forty Club a t their jjain e secondary school students four may
be proved and allowed and that
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1934
State during certain periods 8 P 430.
Maynard Linscott spent a few days
Monday luncheon a t the Copper scholarships amounting to five hun- Letters Testamentary Issue to Mary G. Net Unpaid Losses ................. $30,172 76 L. D. 475. An Act relating to Purchase
Barton of St. George, she being the Unearned Premiums ............... 347.126 07 of Herring.
in town recently.
27-29
Kettie.
Orchestral numbers were ^red dollars each, to be awarded on Executrix named ln said Will, without All other Liabilities .............. 51.958 85
W arren Murray and family who
“Ozida." “Animation Schottisehe," the basis of competitive examination bond.
Cash Capital ............................ 100,000 00
have been tenants in Herbert Kirk
ABRAM W NYE. late of Rockland, Surplus over Liabilities ...... 208,088 18
and “Flag of Truce." Renditions of given on April 22. Successful candi deceased
Will and Petition for Probate
patrick's house on Main street, have
$737 345 86
the Glee Club were “Green Cathed dates for these scholarships will be thereof, asking that the same may be Liabilities and Surplus
21-S-27
Advertisements ln this column not t»
proved
and
allowed and that Letters
bought the Walter McLain property
ral," and “Alice Holiday.” A selec admitted to the college without other Testamentary Issue to Florence W Nye
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
a t Oyster River for a home.
ROCHESTER
AMERICAN
INS.
CO.
of
Rockland,
she
being
the
Executrix
cents,
three times for 50 cents. Addi
tion. “The Colonel's Party." was given examination or certification
No. 1 Libertv Street. New York City, N. Y. tional lines five cents each for one time,
named In said Will, without bond.
Mr. and Mrs. William P ratt of Ten
ASSETS
DEC.
31.
1934
by a trio composed of Florence Dean,
10 cents for three times. 81x words
JOHN T WHALEN, late of Rockland 1 8tocks and Bonds ...................$2,825,742 00 make
a line.
ant's Harbor passed Wednesday with
saxophone. Marlon Harvie. trumpet,
One of the finest and most practi deceased Will and Petition for Probate J Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 120,431 89
, x
,
. i thereof, asking that the same may be
oe , Aepnt&. Balances
...
85.456 09
their daughter Mrs Jam es Carney.
and M argaret Dunton, piano.
cal talks was given Tuesday morning proved and allowed and that Letters iInterest
nK[erj st and
.........
25.811 00
and Rents
The Republicans of the town will
in
assembly
by
Rev.
Corwin
Olds,
I
of
Rockland,
she
being
the
executrix
Accepting the slaying of Mr. and Mrs. John C. Stam by communists
Gross
hold a caucus in W atts hall March 7
On Monday afternoon the faculties
pastor of the Congregational Church. named In Will without bond
in China as a challenge to Christianity, approximately 40 men and wo
a t 7.30. for the purpose of nominat
of
the
Senior
and
Junior
High
Admitted ...........................#3 057,440 98
when he spoke to the student body 1 estate hjalmari autto, late of
men students of the Moody Bible Institute dedicated themselves to
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
«»
—
.
. Friendship, deceased. Petition for Ad
ing town officers.
Schools were privileged to hear an
missionary service in China. Twenty-one of the volunteers are shown
on "W hat a Business Man Expects Of ministration, asking that Walter Autlo Net Unpaid Losses ................. $92 469 00 USED PIANOS wanted; we will buy or
Mrs. Walter Simmons entertained
informal talk by Frank D. Rowe suin this photograph.
| of Friendship, or some other suitable ' unearned premiums
'????! 5? trade In vour piano for merchandise.
a High School Graduate.1 H aving | person be appointed Admr, with bond i All other Liabilities .............. 54
™ BURPEE FURNITURE CO. Tel. 450
at two tables of bridge Thursday eve
I Carh Capital ............................ 1.000.000 00
20-tf
CHICAGO—In a stirring demon would volunteer for service ln for- , perintendent of schools in Warren had many years of business experi
ESTATE
MARY
EASTMAN,
late
of
8urpius
over
all
Liabilities
1,114.520
46
ning at her home on Georges street,
and Union. His subject, based on Dr.
stration of militant Christianity, ap eign lands.
MAN wanted. 21 to 35 with light car
ence, Mr. Olds spoke with authority Rockland, deceased Petition for Adminlstratlon. asking that Florence M. Groves, j Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,057,440 98 , for outside work ln Knox and Lincoln
guests being Mrs. Oliver Hahn. Mrs.
Conwell's famous lecture. “Acres of
proximately 40 men and women an Electrified by the strong plea for
on- W
Q m ncH1F
6» nr
FTTT1P I
27"S*33 Counties. Permanent
«•«""*■>««♦ rose4
♦Ir»
vvs_
on the requisites of employes, and of Manchester. MNew
Hampshire,
or C
some
position.
Earn
a
concrete
answer
to
the
m
artyr
Ralph Crawford. Mrs. John Mitchell.
Diamonds."
was
concerned
with
the
other
suitable person be appointed
ings guaranteed at start Write F B C l
swered the call of Dr. Will H.
forcibly
brought
out
some
points
to
Admx, without bond.
care The Courier-Gazette._________ 27-29
dom of the Stams, many in the
Mrs. Austin Patch .Mrs. Herbert
problems of teachers and of human
Houghton, president of the Moody
be heeded in the education now being
ESTATE ADELAIDE H. FIELDS, late '
crowded auditorium arose to their
CABINET wanted with two doors about
Wheeler. Mrs Arthur Ifemey and Mrs.
Legal
Notices
relationships
in
general.
Of
especial
Bible Institute here, for volunteers fret to dedicate themselves to mis
received for secular activities. He of Rockland, deceased Petition for
4L ft high about 3 ft wide with shelves
Administration, asking that Mildred F
Ellis Young. Mrs A rthur Ifemey and
interest were the high lights of Dean
12 to 15 Inches deep. CALL 516-R.
to take the places of Mr. and Mrs. sionary service. The picture above
stressed the need of phrasing a sen Beene of Swampacott. Mass, or some
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
26*28
Mrs. Austin Patch were winners of
Everett Lord's lecture recently heard
John Stam. recently slain by com- is of 21 present students who have
other suitable person be appointed
Whereas. Samuel Freedman of Rock
tence completely and pleasantly, Admx.,
HOUSEKEEPER
wanted.
40
to
50
years
without
bond.
land.
County
of
Knox
and
State
of
awards.
munists in China.
by Dr Rowe in Portland.
China in view.
proper spelling, and the necessity of
_ _to
_ _care for
.. two children. HAROLD
ESTATE WILLIAM A JOHNSTON, late Maine by his mortgage deed, dated Feb. _old.
26*28
Isabel Jackson of South Thomas
16. 1933. and recorded In the Knox Reg- | BUNKER. Matlnlcus.
“This work," Dr. Houghton as
In memorial services to the two
„New fascinating
. . ..
cSpanish books retaining
the elementary
knowledge
' of
Rockland, deceased Petition for latry
of
Deeds
Book
226.
Page
527.
conreuuiHiis
CKiueuuu,
si
s
Administration,
asking
that
Grace
G.
EARN
up
to
$25
dozen
embroidering
ton and Mrs. Marie Ingraham were
martyred missionaries, who were serted. “calls for a vigorous man
to- the
Ioan
t-U lliv x *
ain
a a the
vaaw. grades as well
---- ----...
JJohnston
U I1IL S V U U
U
W V m o ilU ,
vor
t
osome
v z sa .v
—
-Rockland
______
l „ i ,*
» l l „Budding
A .o a b
S
C aU S.
Ihome
lO lIlf
L
V tI Y^1111^
ifurnished.
U r illS U C U .
have been received by members of Slearned
as in
of1 IRockland,
other veved
scarfs.
Everything
recent visitors at the home of Mrs.
graduated from the Institute in 1931 hood and womanhood — vigor ln
. highschool, “■me business man has ^ ta W e ^ e y o n he appointed Admx.. ,
EMBROIDERY. 924 Bergen
Mrs. Hopkins' Spanish classes, hav a right to expect." Mr. Olds said, “the
James Carney.
............
B~ k- '
N J
” “
and 1932, Dr. Houghton declared Faith, vigor in mind and In body
State
of.....
Maine and located at Rock-,
ESTATE BENJAMIN MILLER, late of land, in said Knox County, the follow- i GIRL wanted for cooking and houseing different arrangement and ob
the killings were a challenge to and an unquenchable desire to
Kenneth Johnson spent Thursday
Rockland,
deceased
Petition
for
Ad
tng described real estate situated ln | worlt MRS NEIL A FOGG. 115 Summer
jectives th an texts formerly used. High School graduate to know when ministration. asking that Lawrence Rockland together with the buildings j gt Tel 132.
Christianity, and added he was sure serve even unto death for God and
26-tf
with his mother Mrs. Faustina
to work and when to play He must Miller of Rockland, or some other suita thereon, bounded and described as fol- i - — ......
humanity."
•
—■- —
'
This
book
includes
all
the
reading,
the
challenge
would
be
m
et
ble
person
be
appointed
Admr..
without
Carney.
lows:
Beginning
at
the
northwesterly
|
MAN
wanted—known
locally,
between
Eighteen hundred and fortycorner of the Tttus lot on the easterly , 25 and 35 years. Resident of Rockland,
grammar, and composition given in have an “awakened intelligence’ in bond
At the Federated Church Sunday
At the conclusion of the memor eight men and women, former stu
side of South Main Street; thence north- Must have had some sales experience,
ESTATE LILLIAN M. JUDKINS, late of erly
the course, and not only develops an th a t he is able to take the principles
bv said Main Street to the corner of Opportunity for advancement. All
ial services, at which Dr. Houghton dents of the Moody Bible Institue,
morning the theme will be “Guid
"w ill
TTVSLdL
learned and apolv them to new prob- I Rockland deceased Petition for License Mechanic Street; thence easterly by said piles conhdenUal. Write DEPT 7. 2Bi$
ability to read books, magazines and
to sell certain real estate, situated In Mechanic Street one hundred and fifty-1 no. Hallowell. Me.
presided, he asked for those who have gone to the foreign fielda
ance,” questions for discussion, “Does
26'
_________________ _______________ newspapers in the language but
” In conclusion he said Uiat the ^ k ja n d . ytd fully d^ rtb ed in said glx
Ieet l0
«»ry «M snow;
six (lse)
(1561 feet
to Iana
land o,
of Mary
Snow: i
--------. " ---- -— , , ' ' "— ----- God guide us or are we left to our
MAN wanted for Raw'elgh Route of
•
.
anan tih civilization thmiiirh moral responsibilities in employment
Vims b> Grace A J d “ thence southerly by said Snow's land on
of Rockland. Admx.
a line naratlei to the Easterly side of said 800 families. Write today RAWLEIGH
own resources? If He does, how? te r O E S was held Wednesday offi Helen Stud'.ey. Mrs. H arriet Wolfe shows Spanish cit uization through
25*28
stories of great deeds persons, and are of tremendous importance io
james b morse , late of Appleton. Main street to the aforesaid Titus lot; DEPT MEB-73-SA. Albany. N. Y.
And what tests can we apply?" The cers assisted by Sister Vera Feyler and Charles Starrett.
x.
, x•VV
- -xn.
one's self and to one’s community. I deceased win and Petition for Probate ; thence westerly by said Titus lot to the
AGENTS wanted — Every community.
epochs
of
Spanish
history.
The
book
I
thereof,
asking
that
the
seme
may
be
]
point
of
beginning.
And
being
the
same
Sister Carrie Carrol
The March meeting of Gen. Knox
choir will sing. “The Heavenly W it I ast- secretary;
Sell hosiery, ladles', mens, children's.
, • cs,
ww,
wr
. •
_
,,, ,
ik
i 1l ii r a t e d with <mpciallv an^ th a t anv career in any niche or , proved and allowed and that Letters I premises conveved to Samuel Freedman Profitable selling plan Send for details.
D.A.R.,
specially
ko mnraiiv imnercable ! Testamentary issue to Jolla Chapies bv Iaador Gordon by deed dated Anrii LE BARON HOSIERY CO.. Everett, Mass.
r.apter, D.A
R, will be aatt the home » proiuse$y illustrated
nesses. The Sacrament of the Lord’s chaplain; Sister Blanche Vose ward- , Chapter.
• ■
...........................
and recorded in the Knox RegSupper will be administered at the er, substituting. Supper was served ] cf Mrs. Cassandra Washburn. Knox chosen photographs
th a t furnish a society should l>e morally lmpeccamt ; Morse of Appleton she being the Exe- 20 1928 Deeds.
25*30
Book 215. Page 512
, _
..
...___, ,__,, to insure happiness in this world. I cutrlx named in said Will, without bond. 1 lstry of E
View
of
Spanish
activities
and
back10
.
1
And
whereas
the condition of said
close of the morning service. Church in the banquet hall a t 6 30. under , street, March 4 at 3 o'clock. Radio
JOHN
E KNOWLTON. Jste ^o£ Rock- 1 mortgage has been broken Now. thereVieno
Kangas
led
devotional
exer
____
I vieu o ix s u s s
land, deceased
Will and> Petition
j
u,,i,
.... __ for
— fore by reason of the breach of the conthe direction of Sister Leila Smalley, broadcast of interest: M arch 8 at 1 ground.
School a t 9.45 a. m
cises and Robert Crane was PUP11 . probate thereof, asking that the same dltlon thereof, said Rockland Loan & 1
chairman,
assisted
by
Doris
Simmons.
The death of Charles A. Walker. 48
p. m_ from WO3H. "Thomas Jeffer
mav be proved and allowed and that Building Association claims foreclosure 1
Eliza Steele. R. N . has this week chairman of the assembly,
Letters of Administration with the Will of said Mortgage
♦
6
native of this town, has become known Vera Feyler, and Blanche Vose. P a son." R?v. Roderick McDonald of
1 annexed be Issued to Herbert L. Grinnell
In Witness Whereof, the said Rock-1
made
her
regular
semi-annual
examiI
1
of
Union, or some other suitable person. land Loan <fc Building Association has
here. Mr. Walker died at his home triotic decorations, with Old Glory Westbrook: March 21 a t 8.30. WUBZ.
HARD
coal
$15
ton.
Pocahontas
soft
[ with bond.
W ILEY'S CORNER
caused this Instrument to be sealed with coal $9 ton Coke $9 50 ton. Fifteen tons
in East Saugus. Mass. He is survived suspended without visible support “The Flag Speak ," Mrs. Maude nation of weights of all pupils with
ALICE WILEY PULLEN .late of St. Its corporate seal and signed In Its cor-1 July cut hay. $15 ton In barn. J. B.
the scales fluctuating between 75 [
------by a wife and two sons. Floyd and ever the central table, were effectively Qlark Gay. Waldoboro; M arch 22 at
George, deceased. Will and Petition for porate name by Harry O. Gurdy. Its Sec PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 84-2.
The Courier-Gazette may now be Probate thereof, asking that the same retary. thereunto duly authorized, this
14*25-t$
Ralph; a cousin. Anson Pryor of this used. Visitors representing Orient. 3.15 p. m , WHEB, "National De pounds and 200 pounds. Miss Steele
may be proved and allowed and that first day of March In the year of our
one thousand nine hundred and
EIGHT tons of hay for sale. Tel. 6-31.
town
Ivy and Golden Rod Chapters, were fense," Mrs. William £m ith Shaw. was assisted by Donna deRochemont , obtained from Alfred Kinney who will Letters of Administration with the Will Ixird
H C BUBER WarAm. Me
27*29
also be glad to take want advertise annexed be Issued to Alan L. Bird of thtrtv-flve.
Virginia Leach and Teresa Mazzeo.
Rev. P. B. Franklin gave a talk on present, Mrs. Dorothea Young and Portland
Rockland, or some other suitable person ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS N
• • • »
A FINE fur robe for sale at the CLOVER
ments and new subscriptions.
(Seal)
without
bond.
temperance Friday to the pupils of W alter Young were initiated into the
By HARRY O. GURDY. Secretary
FARM STORE ln Thomaston.
27*It
All High Schools in this State, lo
27-S-33
ESTATE CATHERINE CAMPBELL, late
grades 4 to 8.
Order. A vocal solo. “The StutterJohn's Church Notes
FOUR
tons
of
good
hay
for
sale.
In
of
New
York
City.
N
Y
,
deceased.
I
cated in cities or towns where there
quire MRS. A LUNDEN, West Rock
for Administration d.b.n.c t a .
NOTICE
A beano partv will be held in Mrs U1g Lovers by Marian Grafton, and
Tjie cacre(j concert planned for toNotices of Appointment ! Petition
port. Me
27*29
is a D A R. Chapter, are entitled to
asking that Alan Campbell of New York
DISTRICT tO l'RT OF THE UNITED
Theodore Rowell's home, School a piano solo “Impromptu F ra n z , morrow night has been postponed
STATES
City. N Y . or some other suitable per
SMALL wood lot for sale E G COL
nominate a girl from their senior
I Charles L. Veazle, Register of Pro son be appointed Administrator d.b.n.
DISTRICT OF MAINE
street, next Wednesday afternoon Schubert, by Irene Young, followed. (jue t0 tjje mness Of the soloist enBURN. 144 Camden St. Tel. 271-M
(SOUTHERN DIVISION)
Knox. In the c.t.a . without bond.
classes to represent Maine on a five- bate for the County of Kr
25*27
with Mrs. Rowell. Mrs. Grace An- Thomaston and immediate vicinity. ,?aged. Announcement as to next
In the Matter of Fuller-Cobb-Davts,
State of Maine, hereby certify that In the
_______
ALBION _________
SHERIDAN BARTday pilgrimage to the historic and following estates the persons were ap- ; j ESTATE
iate of Rockland, deceased. Petition _
Debtor
I PRACTICALLY new 4-burner gas stove.
drews and Mrs. Inez Libby in charge.
Fun and fro^c I ° r 50 or more chil_ concert will be made.
Administrators.
Executors. for Administration, asking that Adelaide Proceedings for_ the Reorganization of a j automatic oven Perfect shape
Price
patriotic shrines of Washington. | polnt»d
Corporation
Guardians and Conservators and on the I Bartlett of Rockland, or some other
under the auspices of the Beta Alpha ciren and jxiuths featured the soc.al
Services tomorrow: At 9 a. m. Holy
right. A. L. CHURCH. 23 T St. Tel. 85-M
D. C.. the week of April 15. Rose j dates hereinafter named:
suitable person be appointed Admx, , To the Creditors of Fuller-Cobb-Davls:
27*29
Club.
given by the Christian Endeavor Eucharist followed by church school;
You are hereby notified that at a hear.
LILLIAN M JUDKINS late of Rock- without bond
Flanagan has been chosen as the can
lng before the Honorable Judge of the
DRY hard fitted wood for sale, under
ESTATE ELLA D TOLMAN. late of United States District Court held at cover. $9_green wood. 4 ft. defted $7; at
1 land deceased. February 5. 1925 George
Knights and members of Mayflower Friday evening a t the Baptist vestry, evening Prayer and Sermon a t 720.
didate from this school and her name A. Judkins of Rockland was appointed Thomaston, deceased First and Final Portland
on Tuesday. February 26. 1935. j 'ot *•> FRANK ERICKSON. Rt. 1. Bax
Temple, numbering 30. partook of a
T"ne annual business meeting cf the
There will be a meeting of the men
Account
presented for allowance by Mal said hearing on the plan of reorgantza- 17. Thomaston.___________________ 25*$'
Amr.
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
on
has been sent by the Lady Knox
colm J. Watts of Thomaston. Exr.
same date.
fine suppej Friday night in the Nursing Association held Friday 0{ the parish Monday a t 7.30.
tlon of the above named Debtor was | TWO loads of fine hay for sale. T & ,
Chapiter to the State Chairman of i CARRIE W STACKPOLE. of Thomaston.
ESTATE MARY E. DOW. late of adjourned and continued until 11.30 568-W
----25-27
Pythian rooms. Housekeepers were night resulted In the election of
Lenten services will be announced
Februarv 5 1935 Walter T Stackpole of Washington, deceased. Final Account A. M Thursday. March 7. 1935, and the
National Defense through Patriotic South
MOUNTAIN gieen hard wood for sale,
Thomaston was appointed Con presented for allowance by Clara S Over time for the filing and proof of claims
Mrs. Carrie Wallace, Mrs. Katherine there officers: Miss Christine Mcore. Tuesday.
y |
before the Special Master. John Howard sawed $7 50 Trucking of all kinds
Education, where, from the girls so servator and qualified by filing bond on lock Admx. d.b.n,c.t.a.
RROS, 12 Prescott St. Tel.
Crawford, and Mrs. Maude Jordan.
president; Mrs. Edw. Newcombe. vice
. . . .
same date
.
ESTATE HATTIE E. GREGORY, late of HUI. Esquire, at his office. 98 Exchange HASKELL
25*27
nominated,
there
will
be
chosen
one
M r ". Aroline E. LLreomb
NELLIE F. DAGGETT, late cf Rock-1 Rockport, deceased
Petition for Ad Street. Portland Maine, was extended to 29-M.
The Baptist Ladies' Mission Circle president; Alfred Strout. secretary
SIX ROOM ho''se fur sale at 190 South
deceased. February 5. 1935. Augusta ministration, asking that Robert S Tuesday. March 5. 1935
Fr.end.s have learned with regret of •firl *° re Preaen^
State Each of land,
You
are
hereby
further
notified
that
said
Main S t, Newly oi.lnted and papered,
B Fealev of Pramln,*ham. Maes was Gregory of Rockport, or some other
will meet Tuesday a t 2 o'clock with and treasurer; executive committee.
the other 47 States will also have a appointed Admx without bond Frank suitable person be appointed Admr, Trustees were ordered to give notice of lights, gas toilet an,, lavatory; extra lot,
the above orders of said Court at said F S SHERMAN. 80 Camden S t . City
M rs Abbie F. Shaw, Pine street.
Mrs. Charlotte C. Gray. Winfield H the death in Rockport Feb. 22 of Mrs. representative, chosen in the sam“ H Ingraham of Rockland was appointed without bond
hearing of February 26. 1935. by publica
19-301
Ajent In Maine
JEDIAH P JORDAN, late of Boston. tion In the Rockland Courier-Gazette ln
A stated meeting of Grace Chap- Brackett. Mrs. Lilia Elliot, Mis' Aroline E Liscomb. She was born in manner.
ALONZO MAKER late of Rockland, de Massachusetts. deceased.
Exemplified the Issue of March 2. 1935
FISHERMEN - An Ideal house. Spruce
this town in 1842. the daughter of the
• • • •
ceased February 5. 1505. Thomas L. copy of Will and Probate thereof, to
Head Island, six rooms, plenty of fire
ALBERT S PETFRSON
late Mr. and Mrs. Ezekiel E Demuth
Maker of South Thomaston was appolnt- gether with a Petition for Probate of
wood. orchard. Price right. TEL. 793-W
HAR6LD S LEACH
Mr.
Turner
of
the
Wilson
Way
Pho
e
t
Admr
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
on
Foreign
Will,
asking
that
the
copy
of
Rockland, after 4 p. m
27tf
Trustees of Fuller-Cobb-Davls. Debtor.
and had lived here all her life with
said
will
may
be
allowed,
filed
and
re
the
same
date
Rockland.
Maine.
March
1.
1935.
GIRLS bicycle for sale, m good con
tographers
was
very
busy
Tuesday,
on
corded
In
the
Probate
Court
of
Knox
the exception of some years passed
CAROLINE FOSTER, late of South
27-lt dltlon. almost new. Call 120 LIMEROCK
deceased. February 5. 1935. County, and that Letters Testamentary
ST, City.
147‘ »
with her daughter Mrs. Addie U. the north landing between the first Thomaston,
be Issued to William M Jordan of Bos
DELCO REM Y
N O R T H EAST
AUTO -LITE
Lester
A
Poet
of
Rockland
was
appointed
WHEN
IN
BOSTON—You
can
buy
SIX ROOM house at Pleasant Gardena,
ton. Mass , without bond.
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Guild in New York city. Mrs. Lis and second floors, snapping pictures Admr d.bn. without bond.
ESTATE HENRY OPECI late of Cam home news, at the Old South News electric lights, garage, three lots of land ■
Authorized
GEORGE E ALLEN, late of St. George,
Rent plan $900: $10 per month. V. F
comb was a woman of fine character, of all the lads, lassies, and faculty. deceased.
February 5. 1935. Mary A. den. deceased. First and Final Account Agency. Washington S t, next Cld STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
The
results
are
awaited
with
a
high
presented
for allowance by Gertrude South Church; also at Andelman's, 284
Ripley
of
Portland,
was
appointed
Exx..
loving sympathetic and kindly; and
27-t$
Tremont
St.
Galante of Camden. Exx
without bond
deeply beloved by all her family, degree of expectancy and hope.
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
ESTATE HATTIE E. GREGORY, of
LULA E DECROW, otherwise known
order. Keys made to fit all locks when
as Lulu E. Decrow, late of Rockland, de Rockport First and Final Account pre
friends and associates. She is sur
original keys are lost House. Office or
A group of 31 boys and girls com- ceased. February 19. 1935. Alton W sented for allowance by Robert S.
Car. Code books provide keya for all
Gregory
of
Rockport.
Conservator.
vived
bv
three
daughters.
Mrs.
Addie
Through
the
co-operation
Retail
Wholesale
GENUINE ELECTRICAL PARTS
nosing the Winter Sports Team com- j Deorow ^of
flung^nk”^
locks without bother Scissors and
ESTATE
INEZ
A.
NUTTING,
late
of
U.
Guild
of
Thomaston;
Mrs.
Eva
Knives sharpened. Prompt service Rea
of
the
manufacturers
of
Largest Stock East of Portland
Vinalhaven. deceased. First and Final
peted in the first annual Bath Rotary same date
sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
Account
presented
for
allowance
by
Demuth cf Rockport; and Mrs tx/intoT- Carnival in Hath Feh 99 arid
ELISABETH
GILLIS,
of JSt. william
Oeorge. Louise A Hardison of East Orange. N. J ,
Main S t, Rockland. Tel. 791.
27-tl
COR SPECIALIZED AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
W inter carnival in Bam, reo. a , ana deceasM
FebrUary
19 late
1935.
wciwwtimc
Charles F Hayes of Providence.
Admx. c.t.a.
although
this
was
the
first
time
a
Oinis
of
St
George,
was
appointed
Admr.,
USING LATEST TEST AND REPAIR EQUIPMENT
At the funeral services conducted
Witness, MELZER T CRAWFORD. Es
annie i Alexander , late of Rock- quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
Operated By Factory Trained Mechanics
from Georges street floral tributes Rockland winter sports team ever
entered ln State competition, the land, deceased. February 19. 1935. Sadie County. Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
were numerous and beautiful. Inter
,
,
, _ , I L Dennison
of Rockland, was appointed
CHARLES. L. VEAZIE. Register.
‘earn made a goodShowing.
Ted Xdmx and qualified by filing bond on
Call 730— 731 For Appointm ent
27-S-33
ment was in the Thomaston cemetry.
Ladd won a third place in the 100same date.
AT 7 Achom S t . City, five room houf«
,
, ,
. , .,
, ,
WILLIE F SIMMONS, late of Union. CENTRAL SURETY AND INSURANCE
to let. toilet, lights, cellar and gara
yard snowshoe dash against the best deceased. February 19. 1935. Maxine L
CORPORATION
Special Prices For Month of March
$12
A L. RHODES Union.
25
of Union, was appointed Admx.,
MICKIE S A Y S —
dashmen ln the State, and Margaret Heath
Kansas City, Missouri
without bond.
FURNISHED apartment of three rootm
Davenport, freshman, got second
ASSETS DEC 31. 1934
On Radiator Repairs, Brake Relining
and bath to let. Water paid: $18 month
AGNES 6. WESTWOOD, late of St.
For Advertising
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel 77
place in the 100 yard snowshoe dash I gemge^
Hendereon of st Qeorge was Real Estate ............................. $196,140 65
EVERV EDITOR HAS TO
26-2f
Mortgage Loans .................... 474.861 74
We
are
selling
these
nationally
V
and
was
awarded
a
handsome
bronze
'
appointed
Admx.
without
bond
Collateral
Loans
....................
2
000
00
REFUSE PUBLtEATIOW TO
A
SIX room house to let; unfurnished
known shoes for two weeks, begin
I
ALFRED R AVERY, late of Rockland, Bonds .....,............................... 2.943 8C0 86
lights, gas, bath MRS C C. GRANT
PlSORUWTlED IWPIVIDUALS
L
medal for her feat
275.878 79
ning
deceased. February 19. 1935. Estella E. C. Cash In Office and Bank
184 South Main St. Tel. 526-M
27-21
g
• • • •
WHO WANT TO "BAWL OUT"
L
Agents' Balances — ............... 529.817 56
Sellgar
of
Rockland,
was
appointed
Exx
I
THREE or four rooms to let. with bath
41.110 25
.SOMEBODY tu-THE P A P E R *
and qualified by filing bond on same Interest and Rents .................
"Bermuda."
the
magic
island
th
at
T
H
U
R
SD
A
Y
,
FEB.
7
unfurnished,
on
Camden
St.
Tel.
857-W
All other Assets ......................
26,719 09
T
date.
WHY THEY EXPECT US TO gE
IRVING E MURCH
25*2'
w
combines the tropics with rural Eng
ROBERT L THORNDIKE, late of Hope,
AT ’
INTERESTED IU THEIR PlfiWTS
Gross
Assets
........................$4,490,388
SIX ROOM tenement, electric lights
o
deceased. February 19. 1935. Theodore B. Deduct Items not admitted .... 11.735 94
land.
was
the
subject
of
an
intensely
90
IS A MYGTERVw AMYHOW,
. flush closet, at 7 Union St. Inquire
LaFolley of Rockport was appointed Exr,
O
1:
BENJAMIN MILLER. Rankin St. Phone
we're WOT TAKIWS PART
Interesting and enjoyable talk given without bond.
u
Admitted ..............................$4,478,653 04
K
| 692-M.
27-t:
HATTIE M. HILLS, late of Warren, de
by Miss Hellier to students of the ceased.
r.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1934
You know w hat these shoes are— I FURNISHED ROOMS to let. kltchet
February 19. 1935. Virgil E Hills
privileges
Price reasonable. 18 MA
Junior Business Training classes. of Warren, was appointed Exr, without Net Unpaid Losses ............... $1,326,417 25
and all new
I
Unearned Premiums ............. 1.134.210 72
SONIC ST.
25*2'
Thursday, ln correlation with their bond.
other Liabilities ............... 266.073 25
Widths from AA to EEE
I
E
EDWIN S. VOSE. late of Cushing, de All
HEATED rooms first floor, opposite
Cash
Capital
........
1.000.000
00
I
I
study of railroads, airplane, and ceased February 19. 1935. Henry B Shaw Surplus over all Liabilities.,. 751.951 82
bath. $4 per week MABEL ATKINS. Fose
Black, Brown, Ties and Straps
of Thomaston, was appointed Exr and
House. 77 Park St.
23-tl
E
steamship travel. Having just re qualified by filing bond on same date.
Kid or Calfskin—Cuban and Low
Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,478,653 04
FOUR ROOM tenement upstairs, eler
C
Heels
turned
from
a
vacation
trip
to
these
ADA BELLE COMSTOCK, late of
27-S-33
trie lights, flush closet, at 582 Main St
I
Thomaston, deceased. February 19. 1935.
Inquire BENJAMIN MILLER. Rankin St
islands. Miss Hellier could give, in a Nanina Evelyn Comstock was appointed
It
Phone 692-M
27-t
THE
EAGLE
FIRE
COMPANY
OF
N.
Y.
G
ALSO
50
PAIRS
NOVELTY
I
vivid and enthusiastic manner, de Exx, without bond
73 Maiden Lane, Near York, N. Y.
ENTIRELY reflnlshed tenement to let
U.
ELLA D. TOLMAN. late of Thomaston,
0
Excellent
condition,
pleasant,
eaall;
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1934
scriptions of the tropic color, the ex deceased. February 19. 1935. Malcolm J
A
; heated.
New
hardwood
varulsbee
Stocks and Bonds .................. $2,162,341 04
A
hilarating sports, the white coral Watts of Thomaston, was appointed Exr . Cash In Office and Bank ...... ,14.561
I kitchen. Apply 11 JAMES ST
27-t.
R
I.
without bond.
121.696
Agents'
Balances
A
S3.00 and S3.50 Value
SIX ROOM house on Oak St., all mod
buildings, luxuriant gardens, the
MELRENA I. BROWN, late of Thomas Interest and Rents
26.801 52
ern. to let Apply ALBRRT S. PETER
N
Brown and Black
26,760 69
sands, and the sea With no automo ton. deceased. February 19. 1935. Fred L. All other Assets ....
27-t
Brown, of Thomaston, was appointed
I SON. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
T
S
biles on the islands, trips were made Exr . without bond.
Gross Assets ........................ $2,452,161 54
E
II
RUFUS W. TEEL, late of St. George, Deduct items not admitted .... 23.866 08
through the countrysides in pleasure
E
<1
deceased. January 15 1935. Rose Teel At
D
carriages or on bicycles to magic kins of Port Clyde, was appointed Admx .
I'
Admitted ............................. $2,428,295 46 ]
qualified bv llllnj band February
LIABILITIES I)EC 31. 1931
caves, gardens, and the aquarium. sue
19 1935
Net Unpaid Losses
$47 760 O’. ’
' •••
••• ••• ••• ••* ••* e«.
£
LUBRICATION' INSIDE LIFT
I Coupled with aJl this beauty were
FRANK D WATTU late of Tenants Unearned Premiums ............. 445,811 50
All other Liabilities
51 470 42 !
HBrbor.
deceased
February
5.
1935.
RADIO
SERVICE—EXP
Roister
Radi
practical facts about tickets, baggage Nannie M Wheeler of Tenant's Harbor, Cash Capital
l.ooo.ooo no
Corp Service JJept ------------------R«dlomarln« Corp
ot America C D GOULD, 45 M is
SH O E STORE
travellers cheques, customs officers, was appointed Exx, and qualified by Surplus over all Liabilities .... 883.253 49
S t, Rockland Tel 326^
filing bond February 19. 1935.
436 M AIN ST.
ROCKLAND
/SJgce
and the voyage made on the liner and
Liabilities and Surplus $2,428,295 46
LOUISE H. CABLES, late of Rockland, Total
WATCHMAKER. ALL KINDS watches
Valuation on basis approved by Na
I clocks repaired. Call and delivered. S
M A IL O R D E R S F IL L E D
when in boston —You can buy | airplane, and this combination of the deceased. February 19. 1935. Albert tional Convention of Insurance Commis
of Rockland, was appointed sioners. If Actual December 31 1934 mar
A. MACOMBER, 23 Amesbury St.
27-t
21 LIMEROCK ST.,
ROCKLAND
T E L 730
copies of The Courlct-Gazette, with the a eslh etic wjth tj,e practical made Cables
Admr, and qualified by filing bond Feb ket quotations of Bonds and Stocks had
Sole Agents for the One and Only
heme news, at the Old South News
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
Agency, Washington S t , next Old : Miss Hellier's talk one of the most ruary 20. 1935.
been used the Assets would be $2,520,276 69
land Hair Store. 24 Elm fct. Mall order
ARCH> H E A L T H SHOE
A ttest:
South Church;
at Andelman’s. 284
and policyholders surplus, $1,975,234.72.
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
CHARLES L VEAZIE, Register.
Treifioaf Sfl
I liipely aDd helpful th a t has been
31-6-27
‘
27-t

THOM ASTON

Moody Bible Students Volunteer
To Replace Slain Missionaries

A t T h e H igh School

given in this year's vocational guidj ance program. Margaret Davenport
I was pupil chairman of the occasion.

Probate Notices

L eg isla tiv e Notices.

In E veryb od y’s Colum n

............ *o»7'«Q” i»

W ANTED

FO R SALE

UNITED M OTORS SERVICE STATIO N

TO LET

;

$ 3 .9 5

PUM PS A N D TIES
$ 1 .9 8

R. E . N U T T

MCLOON SALES & SERVICE

L
; MISCELLANEOUS ;

R ockland C o u rier-G a zette, Saturday, M arch 2, 1935
MATSON-REIMER

In addition to personal notes regard
Lady Knox Chapter D A.R. meets
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of Monday afternoon a t the home of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be Mrs. Mabel Sherman, who will be as
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ____________

770 or 794

John Lermond of North Haven who
has been a surgical patient at Knox
Hospital, returned yesterday to his
winter apartment, 15 Summer street.

sisted in entertaining by Mrs. Mary’
Southard, Mrs. Orissa Merritt, Mrs.
Hattie Davies. Mrs. Beulah Alien, and
Miss Josephine Thorndike. Miss
Caroline Stanley will be program
chairman. The meeting will be
known as “Ancestor Day.”

Henry Moody of 6 Pink street
The directors of the Home for Aged
Thursday night was given a surprise
party. He received many useful pres Women meet Wednesday at the home
ents from his school friends and of Mrs. J. Lester Sherman.
family.
Mrs. David Talbot was hostess to
Mrs. Gardner French was hostess the Tuedsay Club.
to the W. I. N. Club Thursday for
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane re
picnic supper an dcards. Winners
Nfere Mrs. Charles Schofield. Mrs. turned Thursday from several weeks
Herbert Curtis and Mrs. Carl E. Free spent at Daytona Beach. Fla.
man.
Mrs Paul Wallis has returned from
Circle supper a t the Universalist a visit of several weeks with Mr. and
vestry Wednesday will have Mrs. Mrs. Willard Sewall ln Brunswick.
George L. St. Clair as chairman, as
The group studying English history
sisted by Mrs. E. E. Stoddard, Miss
H arriet Parmalee. Mrs. Almon B. met Thursday afternoon with Miss
Cccper. Mrs. E. F. Berry, Mrs. H. E. Caroline Jameson, leader. The mem
Comins. Mrs. E. R. Veazie, Miss Jennie bers are Mrs. E. J. Hellier, Miss
Brown, Miss Jennie Trussell, and Helen York, Miss Mabel Holbrook,
Mrs. Sadie Leach. Mrs. George Palm
Miss Ellen J Ccchran.
er. Miss Ellen J. Cochran. Miss Har
Mrs. Ralph Lufkin entertained riet Bird, and Mrs. Theresa Millett.
Tuesday evening a t bridge. Honors
Miss Irma Pickett was hostess to
w*ent to Mrs. Ochea Sidensparker.
Mrs. Merle Hutchinson. Mrs. N. L. S S S Club Wednesday nlfght with
Mrs. Jerry Vafiades as special guest.
Wltham and Mrs. Annie Aylward.
Sewing and late lunch were features.
Mrs. Fanny Carlton cf Boston is
There will be a card party at Odd
visiting Mrs. Ambrose Mills. Limerock
Fellows hall Tuesday afternoon, with
street.
Mrs. Nellie Achorn in charge. Play
All Rubinstein Club members who will begin at 2.
are to participate in the program of
March 29. Light Opera, with Mrs.
Shakespeare Society meets Mon
Helen Wentworth as chairman, are day evening at the home of Mrs.
asked to meet a t Mrs. Wentworth's Katherine Derry. Act H I of Romeo
home Monday a t 7. Any members and Juliet will be read, with Miss
who would like to sing in the chorus Winifred Coughlin as leader, and
are also asked to be present.
Miss Lucy Rhodes will present a
paper.
There will be a public card party
"Tuesday evening a t G rand Army hall
Mrs. Orrin F. Smith entertained
under the auspices of Edwin Libby Tango Club Thursday evening at the
Relief Corps. Mrs. Millie Thomas, home of her sister. Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Velma Marsh. Mrs. Riah Knight, Schofield.
and Mrs. Doris Ames will be in
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Allen are in
charge.
Concord. N. H.: From there they go
Mis. John A. Snow entertained at to New York for the week.
bridge and late lunch Tuesday eve
Mrs. H. H. Stover is visiting her
ning honoring Mrs. Charles Kilton
(Adelaide Trafton) of Bucksport. cousin. Douglas K. Hammett in Port
Guests were Miss Celia Brault. Miss land, going thence to Massachusetts
Virginia Snow. Miss Sally Dyer, to spend several weeks with relatives
Miss Marie Dorgan. , Mrs. Langdon and friends.
Crockett, Mrs. Herman Carr. Mrs.
The Woman's Auxiliary of Knox
*'Dardy" Rackliffe, Mrs. Daniel G.
Hospital
meets Tuesday at 2 a t the
Snow. Mrs. Lawrence Leach, and Mis.
Fred Snow. Honors were won by Mrs. Bok Home for Nurses for sewing and
Leach. Mrs. Kilton, and Mrs. Fred tea.
Snow.
Mrs. Lou Ingraham of Portland is
Mrs. Charles Kilton and daughter visiting her sister. Miss Lotta Skinner
Daisy, who have been visiting Mr. who has been ill.
and Mrs. John G Snow for a week
Chapin Class met Tuesday evening
returned to Buckpsort Thursday.
a t the home of Mrs. E. E. Stoddard,
Owing to several local activities the "men folks” also being present
Thursday night the Masonic As for cards and beano. Mrs. H. E.
sembly a t Templf hall did not receive Comins and Miss Jorgenson were wel
its usual big patronage. Those pres comed into membership. There will
be no meeting next Tuesday owing
ent were enthusiastic for the enjoy
able evening, however, and for the to circle supper the following night,
several of the members' serving on
music provided by Stan Walsh's Or
chestra. There will be another as the committee.
sembly March 14. with Dr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Eva Marsh who has been at
E. W. Peaslee, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur The Laurlette for two months has
Haines, and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence gone to Portland to visit her sister,
Haraden as hosts.
Mrs. Joseph V. Bowker for several
weeks.
Scribblers Club will meet Tuesday
a t 2 30 a t the home of Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Charles G. Hewett will be
Merritt, 104 Pleasant street.
chairman of circle supper at theCongregational vestry Wednesday. Oth
Mrs. Fred Collamore has returned
from a visit with relatives in Port ers on the committee will be Mrs.
Cleveland Sleeper Jr., Mrs. Homer E.
land.
Robinson. Mrs. A. K. Ome. Mrs. C.
There will be circle supper a t the F. Joy, Mrs. Daniel G. Snow. Miss
Methodist vestry Wednesday with Margaret Hellier. Mrs. W. Seymour
Mrs. Henry deRochemont as chair Cameron. Mrs. Earl Perry. Miss
man. Her helpers will be Mrs. Annie Lucille Goding, Miss Mina E. Tower.
Hanscom. Mrs. Lois Hagar. Mrs. Eliza Mrs. Carl Stevens. Mts. Stanley C.
Cousins. Mrs. Margaret Work, Mrs. Boynton. Miss Katherine Veazie,
Fem e Horeyseck, Mrs. Grace Stohe, Miss Dorothy Parker Mrs. Theodore
Mrs. Grace Lurvey. Mrs. Anah Gay, Bird, and Mrs. Francis Ome.
Miss Ruth Rogers. Mrs. Gladys Har
Charity Club had luncheon Thurs
low, and Mrs. Florence Young. At
day
a t the home of Mrs. H. O. Gurdy,
7.30 “Cynthia's Candlesticks." a 3-act
comedy, will be presented, this being with Mrs. Gurdy and Mrs. N. F. Cobb
the delightful play which has won as hostesses.
such plaudits when given a t Odd
Mrs. Annie Berry is convalescing at
Fellows hall and Universalist vestry the home of Mrs. Florence Patterson,
during the past few weeks.
Ingraham Hill.
Special offer ending March 15.
America's three leading magazines.
American , Woman's Home Com
panion and Colliers, 15 months of all
three for $4, saving $4.50 from single
copy value. Country Gentleman 3
years $1.50 or 5 years $2.00. Tel 19-W
or Thomaston 147. S. E. Frost.
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Fur work of all kinds. Alterations
and repairs on garments of men and
women. Mrs. C. H. Merrifield, 362
Main street, Rockland.
11-tf
T he delicious milk, cream, butter
and eggs, fresh at your door, of the
famous Round Top Farm Products
are available at all times. JUst phone
Rockland 38-W and P at Lawrence
will do the rest. Have you tried that
splendid Round Top Farm's Ice
Cream?
8 -tf

The Four Aces were entertained
Tuesday evening a t the home of Mrs.
Mollie Mills. Honors in cards were
won by Miss Agnes Long and Mrs.
Hilma Storer.
The final card party in the series
sponsored by Past Presidents’ Asso
ciation t>f Edwin Libby Relief Corps
was held Thursday afternoon, With
Mrs. Millie Thomas in charge . Hon
ors went to Mrs. Louise Bowler, Mrs.
Fred Jordan, Mrs. L. F. Chase and
Mrs. Charles A. Morton (tie score),
Mrs. Helen Garnett. Mrs. Henry Jo r
dan. Mrs. I. J. Shuman. Mrs. John
Thompson, Mrs. Frank Ingraham of
Ingraham Hill, and Miss Harriet
Parmalee. Mrs. Jordan won the capi
tal prize, two pairs of silk stockings.
Mrs. Harold Thomas was a close run
ner-up for capital prize, holding the
highest score until Thursday’s game.

The following marriage report,
clipped from a Milford, N. H., news
paper. Is of Interest to readers in
Long Cove, where the mother of the
bridegroom was a former resident.
Miss Helen A. Reimer, daughter of
Rev. Azariah F. Reimer and Mrs.
Reimer. Brookline, was married to
Bruno Eugene Matson, son of Waine
Matson, Milford. N. H. Feb. 9 at the
Tremont Street Methodist Church.
The ceremony was performed by the
bride's father, minister of the church,
amid a bower of flowers and palms,
in the presence of 400 guests.
The maid of honor was Miss Doris
A. Reime^. a sister of the bride. Miss
Ruth E. Reimer and Miss Mabel Kellough were bridesmaids. Betty Palm
er was flower girl. Edward Walters,
Philadelphia, was best man.
Before the ceremony, a half-hour
musical program was given by mem
bers cf the Kappa Gamma Psi of the
New Englapd Conservatory of Music,
of which the groom is a graduate.
The bride graduated from Lesley
School, Cambridge, and has studied
a t the School of Education at H ar
vard. For the last three years she
has conducted a kindergarten at
Brookline.
More than 100 guests attended the
reception at the home of the bride's
parents, 63 Francis street, where Mrs.
Charles P. Sutton. Mrs George Hitchings, a sister of the bride, and Miss
Ethel Pike supervised the group of
the bride's friends in the serving.
After a brief honeymoon trip, the
couple will reside at 329 Longwood
avenue, Boston.

SERIOUS SALLIES
— by—
SALLY LOW E

P L E A 'F O R C L U B RO OM
A

Problem 'W hich M any
Have Realized, But No
body H as Solved

Page Seven
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Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
We are proud of our fab' city of
Rockland by the sea, and admire its
progressive spirit along all lines. Ir
is the home of many organizations
formed of women—members who take
personality:
greats Interest and pride in civic wel
He was all the still quiet pools in fare. Of the older clubs, the Methethe world, until he spoke. His words besec, Shakespeare, Rubinstein, Twisimmered from an electrified mind light Literary Club, Educational Club. |
in little hot flashes, which left one Sunshine and Speech Readers’ Clubs. !
mb
cold, then hot, then cold again! His with the newer Gaiden and Poetry
limber body gave cu t a sound of j Clubs, are well known splendidly or
clapping thunder under dry sheeting, ganlzed. and working cn a solid basis
then modulated into a metronomic for the special object each has in
tatpo. to burst forth with such 'lew.
smsoth gentle chords toned white j Yes, we are a city of many fine
BKSBw
as-th e breast of a bird. His eyes clubs, possessed of much talent, and
carried little wavelets of laughter in how are these clubs housed! There
their grey blue waters. He was tall ,s no special place devoted to the inand arrowlike, winged with a vision terests of these organizations.
We recognize the need cf a Com
of clear crystal.
Wherever he
munity
Club House, buUln these times
walked the air rang in peals of silver
bells echoing from the towers of his of depression realize the impossibility
of erecting a grand building for that
mind!
purpose. Sometimes necessity forces
• • • •
If only 10 percent of the people of an issue At present most of these
today are those really culturally clubs meet a t individual homes,
interested in the furtherance of the which is pleasant, but sometimes as in
arts, then what pray teE is to happen the case of Educational Club, this is
to ail these in the coming generation not always convenient as this club
has a large membership, and mem
who after becoming saturated mind
bers are widely scattered.
and scul with the mechanical con
There are many unused houses and
trivances cf a new refrigerator and
rooms for rental in the city which
the whirligig maneuvering of every
might be leased for a normal sum.
day life who find themselves empty
These could be renovated at a small
with nothing but what anee.e.ral
cost, and made neat, comfortable and
O n e g r e a t c a r inspires a n o th e r. T h e r e are
T h e /lirs tre a m C h ry slers bring m a n y o f A irflow ’s
Mrs. George W. Gilman of Bruns posterity has left them? By that
, attractive, and placed at the disposal
of different clufcs at a fair
n ew A irflo w C h ry sle rs fo r 1935. A nd th e re
advantages at m u c h low er price. A n e w w eight
wick is a weekend guest of Mr. and time no doubt there will be pawn and
shops on every corner, and life will rental price
are probaWy
arc n e w A irstre a m C h ry slers fo r 1935.
distribution a n d im proved ride . . . exceptionally
Mrs. C. E. Rollins.
be largely a hockshop itself!
more SU£h rocms than there are phil
ro o m y in te rio rs . . . n ew tapered le a f sp rin g s . . .
T h e n ew A irflo w s are dram atically different . . .
sy n cro -silen t transm issions . . . s m a r t stream lin in g
Miss Rose Cuccinello was hostess to
anthropic people, but the situation
y et th o ro u g h ly in th e spirit o f tru e functional d e
th a t hears a stro n g family re se m b la n c e to the
I wonder do many of us realize pre£ent^ a way fOr some public spiritJ S C. Club at her residence Tuesday
sign. N e w ra d ia to r and h o o d lines . . . so fte r,
beautiful n e w A irflo w lines.
how
fortunate
we
are
just
to
be
out
ed
to
enier
into
a
"new
deal.”
evening.
. x
rich e r in te rio r tre a tm e n ts . . . sy ncro-silent tran s
in the fresh air? By letter this mornshould a musical club desire the
m issions . . . n e w ta p e re d leaf springs . . . n e w
C o m e in a n d se e th e new A irflows a n d th e brilliant
ing
from
a
New
York
artist
I
learned
A series of public card parties will
use of such rooms, there arisss the
p erfected ste e rin g .
n
e w A irstream Six a n d Hight.
be held Friday evenings through th at along with the stagnation of gas need of a piano which is quite a big
fuming
streets,
the
shrill
cries
of
stumbling block, but there are many
March at the Elks Home beginning
next week with prizes each week ar.d newsboys until far into the night, unused pianos in this city, that could
a capital prize. Mrs. Doris Damon the hose of the fire trucks spitting be bought for a song, or donated.
And speaking of gifts, almost every
will be the chairman cf the party for water on fresh fallen snow, the
carioca of all races and creeds de house has a chair, desk, table or some
March 8.
•
manding gluttenously for their article of furniture stored in the attic, I
632 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
*
TELEPHONE 466-W
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown, who rations of life, the skyscraping monu as well as pictures, ornaments and [
have been spending the winter in St. ments of filth and money, there is other knick-knacks, no longer desired j
Petersburg. Fla., leave for home Sun so little real God given fresh air to in the living rooms, which could be
breathe, so little chance to get away used ln fitting up a pleasant and a t cut by the worthy matron and caused
day night.
TH E LITTLE A D TH AT SA V E S
from the maelstrom of dejected tractive abiding place for club life. | much conjecture as to how it was
Leslie Clark and Harold Witham of hearts and faces wern bitter with In this connection I cite the gift of
made. Mr. Kalloch was greatly su r
Damariscotta Mills were ln the city remorse, so few opportunities to see the late Mary Elinore Jackson to the
prised and appreciative of attention
Thursday.
the sun set on a high bill and a tw n of Tenant's Harbor As many received.
Rockland
people
know.
Nellie
Jackson
mountain standing like a lump cf
$35 .0 0 CO ATS,
Miss Hazel Keller is visiting rela God by a sea of stars! There is much was a hopeless cripple for many years, J John Wiley, 96. this community's
oldest citizen, died Feb. 23 a t the
tives in Boston.
and
quite
alone,
as
to
near
relatives
$ 2 5 .0 0 CO ATS,
gold . . . in the air!
in her last years. The writer of this | home of his daughter Mrs. Rena )
$ 1 9 .5 0 CO ATS,
A surprise party was given Miss
What do you really want to d o ll^ tic le met her years ago. when she Haley in Somerville, Mass. Services ,
Elsie Raekliff Tuesday evening in
was at Knox Hospital and this ac were held Sunday a t Somerville, at- '
A ll Sales for Cash and Final
honor of her birthday at the home of Have you done it? Why not? I quaintance ripened into lasting tended by many old' St. George
her aunt, Mrs. Mabel Richardson. 187 i thought you really wanted to do it! friendship. At the time of her death friends, another service being held
Main street. Games were the attrac Nothing is to difficult, tco obsolete, about two years ago she left her Monday at the Davis funeral parlors
E. B. H ASTINGS & CO. I
tion, and ice cream and cake were if the will you pcssess can sacrifice residence to the town of Tenant's i in Thomaston. Interm ent was at
served. Those present were Miss everything in order to get what you Harbor to be used as a Public Library, I Wiley's Corner where Mr. Wiley had
Maralyn Hooper of Camden, Mabel wish! I l is oftentimes explained together with her own extensive ' resided for many years. He is sur
and Norma Monroe, Miriam Wiggin, this way, shall we say . .. Either cne library the house to be renovated and vived by two sons. Leander and Ernest
NOW
"CARNIVAL”
Witll JIMMIE D l'R A N T E
Ethel Holbrook. Dorothy. Elsie and is living in an active mood or a made convenient as a home for the of this village; and one daughter
ARD D E D —“SHOW K IDS"
Maurice Racklifl. Bud Watts, Allard passive mood. If everything you ever local pastor and family, who are to Rena, of Somerville; also several
Pierce, Lawrence Richardson. Everett wished just came to you then make be custodians of the library. Through grandchildren.
S U N D A Y -M O N D A Y -T U E S D A Y
Burgess of South Thomaston. Gordon up your mind th at your choicest de the interest and co-operation of the
Simmons and David Post of Spruce sire won't come th a t way. Why? townspeople, the wish of Miss Jack- ,
U N IO N
Because people, life, the world in son has been carried out.
Head.
general is in too much of a hurry to
The plan advocated in this writing- |
Mrs. J. E. Passon entertained at let you be happy if they can go out for-a-club-room may be but the
A benefit card party will be held
T h e r e 's o n ly o n e
her home on Court street last evening and get what you want by a little dream of a visionary, who if she pos Saturday evening a t O.EB. hall.
w o rd fo r
ln honor of Mrs. E. J. Martin who slaving on their part. Competition messed a magic wand and fairy gold
High school will close March 1
has moved here from Boston The is the spice of life! Do you want would conjure a room to spring up all for a recess of two weeks.
evening was spent in games and sew- something? Others do too! Are you furnished, at the wave cf a broom- J
Miss Dorothy Morrine arrived from
irij. Buffet lu rch was served. willing to fight? Then a happy heart stick.
Portland
Thursday and in spending
Guests who welcomed Mrs. Martin goes with you . . . forever! .
There's only one
Alas! neither a witch, fairy god a few days with her mother, Mrs.
• • • •
were: Mrs. Oliver Hamlin, Miss Ruth
mother, nor any other magical being j Vivian Hannan.
nam e f o r i t . . .
Crouse, Mrs. Harry .Whittaker, Mrs.
There is never a smooth road which has conceived this idea; it is but a j
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Mathews en 
George Hamlin and Mrs. J. E. wasn't cnce a rocky one, or full of plain thought that comes to one who
Passon Mr. Martin is a shipmate of ruts and ijumps. There is never a is striving to find a* way out of a tertained the “Bid 'Em Up” Club S at
Mr. Pa son's on the U. 8. C. G. warm evening in June until the cold situation that has become a problem urday evening. Mrs. Gladys Cramer
held high score.
Kicks poo
storms of March have passed. There to the Educational Club.
How ca n (the question “Where can
is never a startling creation until
Dr. and Mrs. Milton Stephenson
TH E M ERRYEATERS
after the designer has sketched and our club meet?” be answered? The Were hosts Saturday evening, two
planned the creation. There is never thought is submitted for considera tables of bridge being in play.
The Merryeaters met recently at a revelation in medicine until the tion. I t may not be feasible, yet it
Mrs. Gertrude Clark held high i
the home of Mrs. Hazel Bartlett at years of study and surgical research might appeal to seme one possessed
score at the benefit bridge held S at
The Highlands. Mr. and Mrs Amos have filled one man full of a desire with a progressive spirit and execu urday evening at the Legion hall.
She pours emotional
Makinen were awarded winners at cupped with the knowledge that tive ability who cculd work out the
fire into the wild, free j
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawes left
card;. Others present were Mr. and there is an opening which hasn't idea and prove it to be "A dream that
heart of Babbie, the i
Monday for a few days' vacation, the
E. C. M.
and Mrs. Ellis Sprague, Mr. and Mrs. been heard of and he must do it! came true.”
whole world's gypsy love!
former to attend the convention of
Rockland. Feb. 25.
Alton Williams, Mrs. Cora Delano, There is never an ending without a
the
.Eastern
States
Grain
Exchange
Mrs. Stella Elwell, Miss Harriet beginning. There is never a top if
and the latter to visit with relatives
Grover. Enos Verge and Roy Mank. there is no bottom! It is never too
TENA NT’S H ARBO R
in Boston.
This rhyme is deemed appropriate to late to begin. Time is your weapon,
The Woman's Community Club met
their cause:
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Patterson were
not your guardian!
Tuesday afternoon ln the club rooms
THE MERRYEATERS
Rockland vizitors Monday.
The Merryeaters, happy band—
Miss Lillian Rowell, telephone with a small attendance because of
W E ST W A S H IN G T O N
Are never sure Just where they'll land;
Now and then the Highlands
operator, has been visiting her par the severe ice storm. Mrs. Ethel
And other times the 'Keag.
By Sir James M. Barrie
Miss Mildred B artlett spent the ents in South Thomaston for a few Griffin, first vice president had
And then again at Rockland
Where the group (eels ' pretty big.''
weekend with Miss Alma Grinnell.
days. Miss Geraldine Sprague substi charge of the meeting and Mrs Lila
Haskell the program. The latter's
A game of rartl> called "83."
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman and tuting during her absence.
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION
Is favorite of them all;
subject was "Edgar Guest," on which
The
Ladies
Sewing
Circle
met
The highest scorer wins a prize
family visited Sunday with Mr. and
she had prepared an original paper.
To low the booby falls.
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. John
Mrs. Kendrick Light.
Mrs. Edith Bowes read “Out of
60. Merryeaters. here's to you—
Reid.
Supper
was
served.
Mrs. Myrtle Ripley of Stickney's
That name will ever stand.
Doors.” by Guest; Mrs. Bernice PaySt. George Lodge I.O.OF. enter
For. of Jolly food partakers.
Corner was a recent caller a t the
son "Home.'' and Mrs. Loretta Rich
You're the grandest In the land!
tained Rockland Lodge Tuesday
Now Five M onths cf Age
Ridge.
"Thanksgiving Prayer.” Tea and
SEE T H E M L A U G H ! PLAY! SLEEP!
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones of Ra- evening, Puritan Rebekah Lodge sandwiches were served by the
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
SEE THEM B A T H E D ! FED! D R ESSED!
serving the supper.
hostesses. Mrs. Ethel Griffin. Mrs.
home news at Central News Co.. 66 Con zorville were guests Sunday of Mr.
HEA R DR. DAFO E D E S C R IB E EACH LOVABLE T O T !
gress St..
Several officers and members of Bertha Howe and Miss Edith Hawes.
and Mrs. Alton Wellman.
Naomi Chapter O.E.S. visited Feb. I
Shown a t 2.00. 4.30, 6 30 and 8.30
Mr. and Mrs. John Dawson were
22 with H. F. Kalioch and presented
visitors Sunday a t the home of Mr.
Shows 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
him with a past patron's jewel which
and Mrs. William Bowman.
Continuous Saturday
he
was
to
have
received
at
the
40th
Ernest Wellman and Carl Powell
2.00 to 10.30
were callers in Burkcttvillc and anniversary celebration but was not
Phone 892
present cn thdt occas.on. Beano
Union Tuesday evening.
Sunday
Show
Sponsored
By
Winslow-Holbrook
Post,
No. 1, A. L.
Mr. and Mrs. W alter Withee called was the major diversion of the even
ing
and
lunch
was
served
bv
Mr.
Sunday evening on Miss Hazel Hib
Kalloch’s daughter.
The color
bert.
Miss Hazel Hibbert and Herbert scheme of table decorations was
Weaver visited recently with Miss carried out in pink and silver, a large
puzzle eak« occupying the center.
Evelyn Wellman.
W hen a m aid or hom e helper is needed, the easiest
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Sprowl of j adorned by a silver S tar and flag
T
E
L.
1191
T
IL
L
S
O
N
AVENUE
way
to secure one is through the "H e lp W anted"
Windsor were guests Sunday of Mr. with five small candles representing
ROCKLAND, ME.
and Mrs. Cleo Bartlett.
I the five Star pointe. The cake was
colum n in T h e C ourier-G azette. Simply P h o n e 770.
A slip of the tongue is no fault of
the mind,, but a slip of the heel can
be most unkind!
• • • •
Graphic description of a vivid
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E L M E R A L L E N 'S C H A T

M O R A N 'S E L K O FFER

W hen T h e y Kidded the Local
Band— H o w T hey Fooled
the G ulls

Legislature M ay Reconsider
Adverse A ctio n —rW h at a
W arden Says

R ea lm o f M usic

Fortunately the 150 pound section
and .possessions was stopped' in its
downward course at the 28th floor. ,
crashing onto the skylight over the
cafeteria used by municipal employes.
The last diners had departed Just a
few minutes before it happened and
no one was injured, but the hand
some Grecian started a commotion
greater than any in all the years of
her admonishing administration.

(Lewiston Journal)
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
By G ladys St. C lair M organ
We would not have anyone feel
When the Tenants Harbor Cornet
th a t by reason of a more or less
Band was organized in the 80 s, the
E g g g
Day by Day diary of Dick Reed of this tfty who is hitch-hiking
around Florida, starting out from M ia m i with a dollar in his pocket
facetious discussion of the elk. as
members could play fairly well.
for a ten-day trip . He is facing exciting adventure and life in the
.
, .
.
an animal for the M aine woods we
William
L.
Allen
was
the
E
flat
bass
Maine's handsome, silver toned
raw as he investigates the conditions th a t those who are stranded in
Edith Besse Greene, who is spend credited, and they make interesting
Florida are facing as they beat th e ir way back North. Ed. Note—M r.
1
crooner
extraordinary, Rudy Vallee,
player, and worked in Booth Bros,
reading for the violinist and violin rioubted or opposed the acceptance
ing the winter in Watertown, M ass,
Heed commenced this trip on Feb. 5, completing it a t Daytona Beach.
emerged
from his recent matrimonial
of
Congressman
M
oran’s
offer
to
store
at
Long
Cove.
There
was
a
son
student:
Feb. 15. and has since returned to this city.
x
writes:
meleei, quite triumphantly, and the
Pugnanl
Praeludtum
and
Allegro
have
a
car-load
shipped
to
Maine
of Italy working there at stone cu tt
Vivaldi
Conquerors come and conquerors reading and listening public is hop
Daytona Beach, Fla — I s m Stopp-<active and an effort is being made
"Ye.terday I had such a very grea. Concerto In C major.
Porpora for domicile in or around the pres
Allegretto In O minor,
ing—
a
mighty
fine
chap
and
very
Padre
Martini
treat in hearing two wonderful a r Andanttno.
go; and the mighty fall from high ing it may be the grand finale of his
ing in a 50 cent rrrm on the third to make the place a 12 month vacaCouperin end land preserve in Katahdin. In
Aub.ide Provencale.
tion spot. With th a t glorious climate droll. His name was IP. Notti. Any tists in Symphony Hall th a t I am Chanson
and
Pavane.
places. Changes still come in the amorous exploits. It is said, how
Louise X lll
floor of a tenth rate hotel usin.; a
Couperin deed we see no reason why it may
down Miami way to compete with I thing he could say about the band sending the programs to you. Little
Porpora
twinkling of an eye. Just as always ever. that he is not the great lover
La Chasse. s Caprice.
portable-typewriter ic.ncd me by a am afra^(j (hat they will have a hard
Pugnanl not be of vast importance.
his admirers imagine him to be. He
to William in a joke seemed to please Ruth Slenczynski surpassed even my ! Menuet.
Couperin
Last week this column told of the
La Preeleuse.
new. paperman who is also staying jot>.
po sesses many real substantial
wildest
dreams
I
never
expect
to
hear
Padre
Martini
,
Preghlera.
As
a
matter
of
fact
the
bill
pro
him immensely, so one day (he al
Dittersdorl
wonderful dexterity of the champion qualities which have helped him in
anything so phenomenal again. Sum |
Rlgaudon
herell. The ruck driver treated me to : This is more like St. Petersburg,
Francoeur v.ding for their protection and acIreakfast for heln.ng him with r.is ’ attracting older persons. There are ways called him "Billie" he helloed a darling chubby little thing, with j Study on a Choral,
stamitz ceptance js on the tapie Or possib.y crossword puzzler, J. Van Cleft holding his public. He has a stub
Pugnanl
Tempo dl iMlnuetto.
papers I came directly here and wei.t tew young folks around and from to him and said. “Billie, what's matter the stage presence and manners of a
Cooper, and the championship con born determination, does not give in
Mr. Kreisler has this to say: postponed, but we do believe it is
to seep. Tomorrow morning I will what I can find- out little activity that Tenants Harbor Cornet Band? mature artist, and she is all of that.
not
beyond
re.urreetion.
test scheduled for last Saturday. easily and does not permit any one
•Every pkoe named, in fact .the
receive my clothes an d then be off and excitement for the younger blood. Can't play nutting only tiddy i ', 1And yet to me she seemed younger
We are certain th a t effort is to The contest came off with a bang; to override him, and is steadfa t to
entire series labeled ’classical manu
f ,i r.ii re adventures via the mo.t 1 Instead of horse and dog races, tiddy i' bum. bum bum. You fellars than she is. If one closed their eyes,
be
made to revive th e bill. To that a thousand participated in the elimi his ambitions. Rudy Intends to keep
scripts’, are, in every detail, my origi
his place in the front ranks of his
bus.nesslike style of bumming, pro- night clubs, sports and other of the all bums I tin k ”.
they could easily imagine they were
nal compo itlons with the sole ex end) we publish herew ith a letter nation series for the privilege of profes ion and likes to work out his
v d.nj 1 can get fO cents to pav f-.j more thrilling activities I noticed a
listening
to
a
strong
m
an
instead
of
entering
the
finals.
This
contest
which
:
peaks
for
itself.
It
Is
au
Seeing the boys and girls enjoying
group of middle aged persons play their skis today took me back to the a ten-year old girl. She chose for her ception of the first e.ght bars of the thoritative being an official sta was won by a young 27-year-old radio own ideas. So croon lovers may look
the room.
Couperin Chanson Louts XIII. taken
forward to a peaceful continuance
I did a little sightseeing this after ing shuffle board on the Municipal time when we boys used common encores the most difficult things. Her
fio.ii a traditional melody.” and gees tionery of the S tate of Washington, mechanic of Brooklyn named Isi
Courts
and
another
group
playing
noon. At the Hotel Claredon Garage
barrel staves for the same purpose, j octave work was wonderful, and yet on to explain his crediting the old Departnwnt of Fish and Game, and dore Edelstein. who has been doing of his very special style a t entertain
I saw S.r Malcolm Campbe’l’s Blue the perfectly exhausting game of The wider they were the better we her hands looked so tiny as she
it speaks from actual experience of cross word puzzles daily for the past ment.
masters with his own music:
bird. the racing car with which he lawn bowling. A ball is rolled down thought. We used them mostly on threw kisses and waved good-bye to
"Necessity forced this course on me the writer and of th e State of Wash 15 years. This entitled him to com
hopes to rpeed down the sands of the court with little effort and the
pete against Mr. Cooper for the
crusty surface. The Seavey field us when we all rushed out to catch 30 years ago wh-At I was desirous of ington; as follows:—
the beautiful beach a t a 300 mile an 1idea is to get your ball nearer a at Wild C at was the best place as a last glimpse of her as she took her
•
•
•
•
I
champ.on.hip, and here again he
enlarging my program. I found it
hour clip.
white ball than the other fellow. It it was quite steep. We had great taxi.
“Regarding the Yakima county elk won by the close margin of one min F resh en s th e mouth
inexpedient and tactless to repeat my
It w i; cold and there were few is about as much exercise as a sunny fun and took a good many spills. [ "I remained in town for the Sym
name endlessly on the piograms. herds. In 1913 we received from Yel ute and five seconds; the winning ..S o o th es the throat
bathers on the beach. As I walked afternoon in bed.
which produced skinned knees and phony in the evening. Myra Hess Friend? and publishers have pre lowstone Park 57 head of elk, these time was 3 minutes and 54 seconds.
They are having an argument over
down an avenue I sighted an orange
shins. We were wearing copper-toed played the Beethoven concerto (Con sented other reasons, for example: elk were released in theI foothills "It was a hard puzzle, but a fair one,”
V IC K S C O U G H D R O P
tree and had my dinner. I don't auto licenses here and the bus system leather boots then. I wonder how certo for Pianoforte No 4 in G m aj.r
three decades ago Mr. Kreisler was about 25 miles from Yakima, this said Mr. Cooper who took his defea.
think that I shall ever want to see is tied up. The County wants the the boys would like to wear them Op. 58) so wonderfully. I have long-,
philosophically
and
earnestly
con-j
a young man of 30. and not the location is the wintering grounds tor
City to pay a license and the city today
another orange after this trip.
I remember one winter admired her but I somehow felt it dominating figure before the public our deer herds, this planting has been gratulated his successor. Now we
This city has four newspapers two dosen't want to do it. Meanwhile when I was clerking in iBcoth a mi take to hear two such great
th a t he is today, and again, his very succes iul an d in 1927 we had would like to see some of The Cou
da lie a and two weeklies. They are all but one bus has been tied up Brothers store a t Long Cove. The artists in one day.
colleagues would not have been eager a ten da^' °Pen season on bulls only, rier-Gazette puzzler.-, practice up and
small affairs and are making heavy pending a decision.
"I've really had a feast of musk in those day to play the work of a we have continued this season each enter the next championship con
roads were not plowed then as they
Florida is a political hornet's nest. are now. They used a triangle drawn this winter. Have heard He.fetz rival and rising virtuoso.
competition for each other. The
1 year UP the ? resent time' frOm our test. two or three years hence.
business houses are up and coming Everything is politics. You almost by four, and sometimes six horses. Kreisler. and Menuhin. All are sc
This contest was held as a feature
The actual authorship of these check and the reports received from
have to have a license to breath and This was slow werk. nevertheleis wonderful, it is difficult to judge
and operate in most modern style.
of
the three day convention of the
the
Forest
Servioe
would
indicate
manuscr.pts was brought into the
I was surprised to learn that Day then another to exhale. Its a lot of they did a good job We had a very them."
, I that the natural increase since 1927 National Puzzlers League holding
open
as
a
result
of
the
investgations
tona Beach is more of a summer re fun seeing these things though and heavy snowstorm. It began about
• • • •
forth at the Hotel New Yorker where
oy a writer and lecturer on music has not been taken.
sort than a winter playground. It I hope that I won't offend any of noon and lasted until the next morn
“I have spent considerable time the organization adopted a new
In the same mail with Mrs. An effort was made to discover what
gets quite cold in the winter but the the Florida folks who might read this ing. leaving two feet of snow on the Greene’s letter was another delight changes Mr. Kreisler had wroughtI with our elk throughout the different tongue twisting 45 letter almost un
summer ctm ate is always cool and when I say th a t except for that level and drifted badly. I got out the ful one from Augusta Healey who
the Praeludium and Allegro, by
and would
th^ are a prono uncable word as the offic.al
invigorating and attracts a large climate down Miami way I wouldn't two barrel staves and lashed them now makes her home in Framingham
wonderful game animal, during my long word of the association. Here
Pugnani.
An
exhaustive
search
of
number of persons from the inland swap a square inch of the S tate of to my shoes and made the trip with Mass She. too, had just heard little
printed music and manuscripts by 12 years with th e game department it is: Pneumonoultramicroscopicsiilr
Maine for a square mile a t this sub out much trouble.
states.
Ruth, enclosed a program, and had Pugnani and in collections of his in this district It h a s been my pleas covolcanokoniosis. Did you make it?
The Chamber of Commerce is very tropical province.
• • • •
Roy and I took a trip down to the this to say:
period, the second half of the 18th ure to be with our elk in the higher
BEACON S T R E E T
shore one day last fall and went
And another recent hero has taken
“Her performance is almost un- century, did not reveal the existence raaige as well as the foothills where
BO STON
over on Cooper's ledges. The gulls believeable. Every number was just of the work. Finally with the con i they usually winter, on their breeding a fall. The stars of defeat appear
M AIN E S C H O O L O F
were having a great time picking up j about perfect. I greatly enjoyed 32 sent of Kreisler. the publisher told grounds, winter an d summer range to be in the ascendancy. Our hero
COM M ERCE
j I have seen deer in among them, on of only a few weeks ago, the honest
mussels; a t times one would grab Variations in C minor, by Beethoven,
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
From the Beginning Shorthand one of these hard shell mussels and and Moment Musical F minor. Op. 94. all.
i the game trails deer and elk sign is .-andwich sign man who found $46,• • • •
beside
the State House, and
class comes the news this week th at fly straight up in the air about 100 No 3, by Schubert, and the Nocturne
always in evidence.
OCG. worth of bonds in Wall street
overlooking Boston Common
In any event, it ail makes rare
Eva Sclar. Virginia Brown, Marie feet and drop it on a rock to break and Sonata, by Chopin. The Con
“Our winters in the lower districts and returned them to the owners
and Public Gardens.
Begin, and Dorothy Lamoin, have it. Sometimes they would have to cert Study composed by Ruth’s reading for the violin world, and are net severe, however, in the moun and was modestly rewarded, has
| pa.sed their official 60 word Gregg do it a second time before it broke. 1father demonstrated her technique there is a veritable battle on of “pros tain region we have considerable found the mental strain of resultant
R E S T A U R A N T
and con ”. Leonard Liibllng. editor snow and1at th a t time the elk work
>Test. The other members of the class A gull is a very knowing bird.
prosperity too great. Unaccustomed
Ruth was dressed in a simple white
of
Musical
Courier,
in
the
Feb.
16;h
* j gaze at them with envy and still be
s la carte and table d’hote
down to the foot hills., where the mow to rich food and a new mode of liv
Roy said, "Did I ever tell you how I gown, white shoes and socks. She
lieve that if they had "streamline
fooled one of those birds once?” I has heavy shiny brown hair, cut in issue gives his readers an “earful”, is usually about two feet deep, in this ing, Frank Greges’ mind succumbed,
Let me go down to the frozen shore.
Club Breakfast
to fall back on the language of the distr.ct they feed on mountain laurel
When the sun Is cllmbng high—
pencils," to increase their speed they replied in the negative.
and he was taken to the psychopathic
a boyish bob. I was near the stage
Lunch
To that cold blue ledge.
might duplicate this feat.
By the water's edge.
"I came down here once”, said and could watch her hands closely day. He makes it distinctly under bunohgrass and do considerable ward of Bellevue Hospital for treat
Dinner
While a few clouds romp the sky
Roy, “and the gullsl were doing just She was generous with her encores stood that Mr Kreisler in his cp nion b.-ousing on the willows and different ment, after having spread terror
—Marlon G Lowe
Mrs. Virginia Strickland has re
has
made
a
tremendous
faux
pas.
brush that is found in the draws and through a Bowery hotel while labor
the same as they are now—cracking and was called back repeatedly.
Portland Head
turned to Criehaven after two weeks
C A F E T E R IA
mussels. I had a rubber ball just the There was no person but Ruth on But then he has always had it in for ■canyons in the lower area.
ing under delusions of grandeur, and
Washington's Birthday was spent visit with her mother, Director Lena
color of the mussels in my pocket, ! the stage, but her father stood in Kreisler and Paderewski, why. we
the belief that he had become a deity
* * * *
Pleasant outside location fac
quietly in our family. R. T. Sterling K. Sargent.
and waiting until a gull went into the wings throughout her perform- never have been quite able to under
"When the snow in the lower .s- possessing the power to kill any upon
ing B o w d o in a n d Beacon
joined the Hilts a t lunch.
stand. Have a sneaking idea, how
the air with her beakful, I threw the ! ance."
tricts disappears the elk move back whom he gazed. Psychiatrists be
Streets. Modem and up-toNo schools open here Tuesday or 1 Arthur H art spent the weekend at
ever.
th
a
t
he
might
f
nd
many
• • • •
date. A variety of foods
w.bh the snow, feeding on the new lieve, however, th at he may recover
his home in South Hope. His house rubber ball. The bird picked up the
Wednesday
thousands who still are ctnvinced
ball in tead of the mussel and went
moderately priced.
Misses Elizabeth and Marion Ster- guest was Merle Dobbins. While at
Glancing over the program ol th at both these artist are pretty gross and vegetation, the different his equilibrium and be restored to
into
the
air
and
dropped
it.
Of
his
former
normal
condition.
There
i
bands
seem
to
work
back
to
the
same
ling reoently visited their unde, R. T.. i home, Mr. H art, participated in the
Yehud. Menuhin which Mrs. Greene well up the ladder, despite Mr
EUROPEAN PLAN RATE*
calling grounds each year usually is in this little experience a moral
winter carnival and brought home course it did not break. Again the sent me, I note th a t he is using some Kre.sler's disclosures.
Sterling.
gull took it up to a great height and
about 40JJ to 5000 feet elevation, which suggests th at sudden affluence '
A. W. Hathorn, recent guest of F. the bacon in the snowshoe race.
Rooms without bath
of the Kreisler so-called" arrange
let it fall. The ball struck a flat
i 9• •
usually the middle of May the cows does not always bring anticipated'
O. Hilt and family, returned Monday
ments” which have caused such a
$ 2 .0 0 u p
Radio
high
lights
for
the
coming
week:
Frank and Jo n Forbes attended rock and bounced right back and tempest in the teapot since Fritz
to St. George.
March 2:—
Portland
Symphony scatter in the real heavy down timber content and happiness.
Rooms
with
bath
•
•
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•
went
clear
through
that
bird
like
a
Orchestra. 1130 p m with Virginia Letheir calves, when
Mr and Mrs. W. C. Dow, Portland the winter carnival at Gorham Frank,
Kreisler has mads the di-closure that Rae. coloratura soprano Singing Una and here they have
.
. , .
..
As if two falls in one day weie not ]
$ 3 .0 0 u p
were callers Monday evening a t the carried off the "booby prize' in the bullet".
he wrote a series of composit.ons in voce poco ta from "The Barber of the young are still spotted they gather
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t’s
a
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thing
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believe,
SeMaroh
York
Philharmonic
n
the
Parka
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n
d
meadows,
by
June
sufficient.
Civic
Fame,
the
beauti!
ski
jumping
contest
given
to
the
home of R. T. Sterling.
the style of the old masters like
Special rata for
3 p m . program commemorat- 15 the COWS h a te their young with ful gilded 20 foot Grecian statue atop
Willard R. Hilt has been confined person who fell th e farthest and Roy", said I.
Vivaldi, Couperin. Porpora. Pugnani □’ ?chestra
t 'e 230th pnntverF«ry of the bir*b
permanent
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"Believe
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ask
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K
.
the
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tower,
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Sebastian
Bach,
on
March
them
and
are
ready
to
move
again
hardest.
to the house a few days with a cold.
and Padre Martini, publ.^hed them
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he was w ith me. I kept this quiet
: ige^5 Omrody cond^ctin^symphot^ 10 the higher areas, on the higher feet above the street, dropped her
Mrs. Martha Sterling and son
as his editions of their works, and
A public bridge whist will be held because killing gulls is a Federal of
Robert were guests of W. C. Dow and
for 30 years fooled fellow-violinists soloist1** an<l Tlt° Sch,pa tellor- a; j peaks and in the summit of the dif- right arm, shield and escutcheon,
Mareh 6:—Understanding Music, 6 30 ferent ranges they stay feeding in without any reasonable reason unless
family, Stevens avenue, Portland Monday evening a t the assembly fense."
critics, and the public into believing p m
. Symphony No. 3. by Brahms
rooms. Many of the would-be Ely
Elmer E. Allen
over the holiday.
March S:~ Curtis Institute of Music the large parks and meadows until she was tired out in appealing so
them authentic old classics. Zimba4 15 p m.. music of Robert S-hvmann the heavy storm s and snows diive many years for peace and justice.
F. O. Hilt. A. W. Hathorn, M rs Culbertsons and other oelebrities of Tenants Harbor, Feb 26
hst. Albert Spalding, Louis Persinger. n a program pi«esented by plartsts.
violinist, contralto, and them again to th e lower districts.
Lucy E. Robinson, and Mrs. Hilt bridge are looking forward to this
Mischa E.man, Heifetz, and others "loloncelllst.
tenor
One of the pianists will be
called last week on Keeper Elliott and event to demonstrate, their unique
"Regarding the damage done by
of the great violinists are expressing Cecille Geschlchter who was heard In
Camden-Rockport Lions Club con elk :n this district, the State of W ash
FLORIDA
skill. A!so a chance at devouring the
Mrs. Elliott of Cape Elizabeth.
Radio Poll Challenge! their reactions— ome favorable, some the
cert this past summer at Camden.
Good Timers Club met Wednesday delicious refreshments prepared by
ington
does
not
pay
any
damage?
Academy Awards
quite the reverse. It is noted with
M I A M I ’S
for an all day party with Mrs. George the chairman. Miss Janet Thurlow,
, done by any of the game In the State
interest that young Yehudi praise
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Soule. The morning was stormy but
____
I We do however make an effort to
Kreisler. speaking through his father,
We feel fortunate this year that
gaiety reigned inside. Mrs. Soule's
W hat Col. "M eservey Said *'*“
Uwt , mi^ t
Moshe
Menuhin,
who
said:
"There
Convenient to all points of interest— Modern In every way.
daughter was guest in honor of her our school added a new course to its
■r
lake p ace, we have had :onK‘ trouble
is
no
question
but
th
a
t
this
is
one
of
An enjoyab1' view from our spacious rroand-floor porches,
birthday anniversary Our crowd was list of subjects.—the Speaking Voice
W
hen
Old
Rockland
B
and
at
times
with
our
elk
during
real
the most creditable things that
w hich surround the hotel. M any rooms with private balconies.
and
Diction,
with
Principal
H
unable to attend because of weather
severe winters dropping in on some
Rehearsed
It
Kielsler has done. He had to strug
Leroy Caston a t the helm. I t is
June to
T
H O TE L
conditions.
farmer's hay. this is not serious arvd
gle in his early days and he did not
October
What's this we hear—“spring just surprising how many secretaries
“Now I'll tell one,,” quoth Johnny can be ea.ily handled by having in
..ant his name to appear perpetually
Biround the corner?” '*Great suf- have some minor defect which could
reserve
a
stake
of
hay
in
the
vicinity
Application
on a program.
Georges Enesco, Doherty when he read the Col. Me
Hotel
ferin rattle snakes” as Uncle Ezra be remedied w ith a course of this
Yehudi’s friend and recently his servey yarn which recently appeared where the elk might be bothersome,
Maselynn
kind.
Who
wants
a
private
secre
says. Last Tuesday and Wednesday
our troubles in this line have not
H. H. Mase
teacher, always praised' these com in ithese columns.
Stamford
made us think the corner was many tary with a voice that "squeaks and
Corner Second Street
been serious.
“Back
in
the
Eighties."
said
John,
positions and recommended that
D e l Co.
Manager
miles away with rain, sleet and snow jars the nerves like a violin out of
and First Avenue
"It
is
my
opinion
that
the
Montana
Yehudi study them, irrespective of “we had the Rockland City Band, just
N. Y.
storming around our buildings. Out tune”
A common defect with
Moderate Rates
their origin, because he considered as we have today. Col. Fred Meservey elk will adapt themselves in ans
we go again with shovels!
American speech are "localisms,” or
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
was the leader, and the rehearsals State in the union If given a little
them such excellent works.”
accents which mark people from dif
protection especially from illegal
Etman on the other hand says: were always interesting.
ferent sections of the country, for
W H IT E H E A D
“One of the selections popular at killing. We believe the elk to be
"It is indeed a surprise that one who
Mr. Penn of Portsmouth, N. H.. was example the flatness of vowels and
stands so high for all that is beautiful, that time was “Songs of Heaven.” one of the grandest game animals in
a recent visitor a t the Coast Guard nasal twang of New England.
pure, and true in a rt as Kreisler. opening with an andante. In order to America and should be stocked in
Station here.
should
have resorted to such means get a better effect Col. Meservey went new country a t every opportunity.
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Mrs. Clifford Elwell and children
This frank letter suggests that we
in these so-called arrangements, out into the corridor to listen. The
are guests of Mrs. Llewellyn Elwell
have
been ra th e r hasty. If CornThe Superintendent of Light
andante
was
rather
difficult,
and
some
which would take a high place of
at Spruce Head.
of the musicians went astray on it, mi sioner Stobie favors the accept
houses, South Portland, Maine, an
themselves,
without
his
having
to
Clyde G rant is on a 15-day furlough
nounces the following buoys were
attribute his compositions to older with the result that /there was any ance and protection df the elk, we
at his home in Wiley's Corner.
favor its trial. Such an opportunity
replaced on stations Feb. 27. having
sources,
when these composers are thing but harmony.”
Miss Vada Alley of the Light has
RATES:
“Col. Meservey came back into the may never come again.
previously been removed on account
JIMMIE
FIDLER
unable
to
enjoy
the
plaudits
or
en
returned home after a week’s visit
5>nlle
band
hall
with
a
sardonic
look
on
his
of ice conditions:
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features.
‘Songs
of
Heaven,
eh?
Well,
Fort Point Reef Buoy 5.
ing in to Jimmie Fidler, ace compositions may or may not evoke.”
J. Noyes Alley of the Coast Guard
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it soundsd like hell'.”
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news commentator of Hollywood
Sears Island Southeast Point
has been transferred to Great Wass
SfRCMl w«<Uy r « tU
happenings, who is conducting a
How many of the present readers
The list of works which Mr.
Buoy
5.
Island station and left Wednesday for
poll in which radio audiences
R ooms
Belfast Harbor—Steels Ledge Bell are selecting their favorite actor, Kreisler has attributed' to others, recall the famous Meservey Quintet?
lu w d* •wrw***
his new position.
actress and their favorite picture with the addition o£ the name How many remember the names of
Buoy
2.
Mrs. Flora Beal and son Erlan of
during 1934. On Wednes Kreisler as editor and arranger the original members? Well, here
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Doherty,
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O’Neil,
Alexander
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composers to whom they have been
Penobscot Bay is reported clear of
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Frank Alley a t the Light.
awards to the winners, who will be
McDonald and Maynard S. Austin. fair or not. Get a 45 cent bottle of
Buckley's Mixture (triple acting)—take
Mrs. J. K. Lowe who is in Rockland ice as far a s Sandy Point except present In the studio to accept the
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Doherty
3 doses before you go to bed tonight—
this winter, was recently at her cot some around shore a t Stockton prizes.
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Harbor and F ort Point Cove.
tage here for a brief time.
pressed by various groups at the
whenever the opportunity offers, talk hasn't left you—If you do not sleep like
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The office of the Superintendent of nominations of the Academy of
a top all night long—get your money
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Light were called Tuesday to Jones- Lighthouses, First District, has been Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
an ordinary cough.
instruments, and the neighborhood stops
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port by the serious illness of his moved to th e New Portland Light screen audiences an opportunity of
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at
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